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In this paper we begin the theory and application of the U(n+1) generalization
of the classical Bailey Transform and Bailey Lemma. We work in the setting of
multiple basic hypergeometric series very-well-poised on unitary groups U(n+1).
The U(n+1) Bailey Transform is obtained from a suitably modified U(n+1)
terminating very-well-poised 4,3 summation theorem and termwise transforma-
tions. It is then interpreted as a matrix inversion result for two infinite, lower-
triangular matrices. This provides a higher-dimensional generalization of Andrews’
matrix inversion formulation of the Bailey Transform. As in the classical case, the
concept of a U(n+1) Bailey Pair is introduced, and then inverted. This U(n+1)
inversion enables us to derive U(n+1) terminating balanced 3,2 summations
directly from suitable U(n+1) terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summations, and
vice-versa. These pairs of U(n+1) ‘‘dual’’ identities extend the classical one-variable
case of Andrews. Special limiting cases of the U(n+1) terminating balanced 3,2
summation yield U(n+1) q-Gauss summations, several U(n+1) q-Chu-Vander-
monde summations, U(n+1) q-binomial theorems, and a U(n+1) Cauchy identity.
Many other consequences of the U(n+1) 6,5 and 3,2 summations, and the
U(n+1) Bailey Transform are further developed in our subsequent papers. These
include a derivation of the U(n+1) Bailey Lemma, several terminating U(n+1)
q-Whipple transformations, U(n+1) 10,9 transformations, and nonterminating
U(n+1) q-Whipple transformations. The classical case of all this work, corre-
sponding to A1 or equivalently U(2), contains a substantial amount of the theory
and application of one-variable basic hypergeometric series.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Jackson’s [45] terminating balanced 3,2 summation [17, 35] and
Rogers’ [74] terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summation [17, 35] are two
of the most important summation theorems in the theory and application
of one-variable basic hypergeometric series [6, 9, 17, 35, 78]. The terminating
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balanced 3,2 summation theorem and an interchange of summation
applied to the terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summation theorem yields
Watson’s [79] q-analog of Whipple’s [80, 81] classical transformation of
a very-well-poised 7F6(1) into a balanced 4F3(1). Watson used his transfor-
mation to give a new proof of the RogersRamanujanSchur identities
[6, 9, 35, 73, 74]. This q-Whipple transformation leads to q-analogs of all
the main summation theorems for classical ordinary hypergeometric series.
It also ties together balanced and vey-well-poised basic hypergeometric
series. Special, limiting cases include: the terminating balanced 3,2 summa-
tion, terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summation, and Jackson’s [46]
terminating very-well-poised balanced 8,7 summation. These summation
theorems and their limiting, special cases have numerous applications in
additive number theory, combinatorics, and special functions [412, 17,
3337]. Andrews [5; Theorem 4] iterated Watson’s application of the 3,2
and 6,5 summations to obtain his infinite family of extensions of Watson’s
[79] q-Whipple transformation. Just as in [79], special limiting cases of
Andrews’ q-Whipple transformations lead to general multiple series
RogersRamanujanSchur identities [6, 8, 9, 13, 70, 71].
All of the above analysis is a consequence of the terminating very-well-
poised 6,5 summation theorem. Andrews’ [7] matrix inversion formulation
of the Bailey Transform [18, 19] follows from the terminating very-well-
poised 4,3 summation theorem, which is a special case of the terminating
6,5 summation. Furthermore, Andrews’ matrix inversion result implies
that the terminating balanced 3,2 and very-well-poised 6,5 summations are
equivalent. That is, Watson’s q-Whipple transformation and Andrews’
iteration follow from just the 6,5 summation theorem. The rest of the
above analysis then develops as before.
This whole process is effectively encoded by the classical Bailey Trans-
form [9] and Bailey Lemma [9]. They were ultimately inspired by Rogers’
[75] second proof of the RogersRamanujanSchur identities. The Bailey
Transform was first formulated by Bailey [18, 19], utilized by Dyson in
[32], applied by Slater in [7678], and then recast by Andrews [7] as a
fundamental matrix inversion result. This last version of the Bailey Trans-
form has immediate applications to connection coefficient theory and
‘‘dual’’ pairs of identities [79, 36, 37] such as the 3,2 and 6,5 summations.
It is also applied to q-Lagrange inversion and quadratic transformations
[36, 37]. The most important application of the Bailey Transform is the
Bailey Lemma. This result was mentioned by Bailey [19; Section 4], and
he described how the proof would work. However, he never wrote the
result down explicitly and thus missed the full power of iterating it.
Andrews first established the Bailey Lemma explicitly in [8] and realized
its numerous possible applications in terms of the iterative ‘‘Bailey chain’’
concept. This iteration mechanism enabled him to derive many q-series
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identities by ‘‘reducing’’ them to more elementary ones. For example,
two iterations of the Bailey Lemma reduce the RogersRamanujanSchur
identities to the q-binomial theorem [8, 9]. General multiple series Rogers
RamanujanSchur identities are obtained in a similar fashion from
continued iteration of this and similar case of the Bailey Lemma. Paule
[7072] independently dicovered important special cases of Bailey’s
Lemma and how they could be iterated. The process of iterating Bailey’s
Lemma has led to a wide range of applications in additive number theory,
combinatorics, special funtions, and mathematical physics. For example,
see [810, 13, 14, 20, 7072, 7678]. The Bailey Lemma is derived in [1]
directly from Rogers’ [74] terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summation
theorem and the matrix inversion formulation [7, 36, 37] of the Bailey
Transform. The terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summation theorem is
also crucial to this entire program.
In [55] we introduced multiple basic hypergeometric series very-well-
poised on unitary groups U(n+1). We then utilized q-difference equation
arguments and the theory of symmetric functions [51] to derive
terminating and nonterminating U(n+1) genralizations of the classical
very-well-poised 6,5 summation theorem. The series in [55] were strongly
motivated by certain applications of mathematical pysics and the unitary
groups U(n) in [22, 23, 42, 43]. Gustafson [39, 40] has extended the
unitary very-well-poised concept to the other classical groups. Both types
of series are directly related [39, 40, 54] to the corresponding Macdonald
identities. The unitary series use the notation An , or equivalently U(n+1).
Classical very-well-poised basic hypergeometric series correspond to the
case A1 , or equivalently U(2). We use the notation An or U(n+1), in
reference to the work in [22, 23, 42, 43, 55, 56, 5863]. Most other authors
prefer Al .
The purpose of this paper is to initiate the theory and application of
the U(n+1) generalization of the classical Bailey Transform and Bailey
Lemma. This program is based upon the U(n+1) terminating very-well-
poised 6,5 summation theorems in [55]. We first utilize a suitably
modified U(n+1) terminating very-well-poised 4,3 summation theorem to
obtain the U(n+1) Bailey Transform, interpreted as a matrix inversion
result for two infinite, lower-triangular matrices. Just like the classical case
[79, 37], the U(n+1) Bailey Transform enables us to derive U(n+1)
terminating balanced 3,2 summations directly from suitable U(n+1)
terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summations, and vice-versa. Such pairs of
identities are known as dual identities. Special limiting cases of the U(n+1)
terminating balanced 3,2 summations yield U(n+1) q-Gauss summations,
serveral U(n+1) q-Chu-Vandermonde summations, U(n+1) q-binomial
theorems, and a U(n+1) Cauchy identity. These U(n+1) q-Gauss summa-
tion theorems, combined with an interchange of summation, lead to direct
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elementary proofs of U(n+1) generaliztions of an important application of
the classical Bailey Transform in Eq. (3.4.9) of [78; pp. 99] and Theorem
2 of [7; pp. 10]. This classical q-series identity [7, 78], first proven by
Bailey [18, 19], is responsible for many of the identities of Rogers
RamanujanSchur type studied by Slater in [76, 77].
Many other consequences of the U(n+1) 6,5 and 3,2 summations, and
the U(n+1) Bailey Transform are further developed in our subsequent
papers [21, 30, 5861, 68, 69]. In [58] we apply the U(n+1) terminating
balanced 3,2 summations and an interchange of summation lemma to
the U(n+1) terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summations to derive six
U(n+1) q-Whipple transformations. Three have sums over a ‘‘square’’ and
three over a ‘‘triangle’’. These derivations generalize the classical analysis in
[79]. Special and limiting cases of these U(n+1) q-Whipple transforma-
tions include terminating U(n+1) q-Dougall summations, nonterminating
U(n+1) 6,5 summations, and the U(n+1) RogersRamanujanSchur
identities in [61]. The U(n+1) Bailey Lemma is derived in [59] from the
U(n+1) Bailey Transform, a U(n+1) terminating very-well-poised 6,5
summation theorem, and the matrix methods of [1]. Iterating the U(n+1)
Bailey Lemma k times leads to infinite families of extensions of U(n+1)
q-Whipple transformations from [58]. This provides a U(n+1) generaliza-
tion of Andrews’ [5; Theorem 4] infinite family of extensions of Watson’s
[79] q-Whipple transformation. Furthermore, in [59] the U(n+1) Bailey
Transform enables us to obtain U(n+1) generaliztions of Andrews’ [7; Eq.
5.2] corresponding multiple series extension of the terminating balanced
3,2 summation theorem. Numerous such families of dual identities can also
be derived, depending upon how the U(n+1) very-well-poised multiple
basic hypergeometric series are inductively built up. In [60] we utilize the
work in [58, 59] to put together a U(n+1) multiple series extension of the
little q-Jacobi orthogonal polynomials and connection coefficient theory of
Andrews and Askey [11] and Andrews [7]. That is, we use the U(n+1)
Bailey Transform to help solve the connection coefficient problem and then
apply various terminating balanced 3,2 summation theorems and U(n+1)
q-binomial theorems to study the orthogonality properties of general
U(n+1) little q-Jacobi polynomials. A classical interchange of summation
argument and suitable terminating U(n+1) q-Dougall summations yield
the U(n+1) 10,9 transformation formulas in [68]. One of these contains
the 10,9 transformation of R. Y. Denis and R. A. Gustafson [31] as a
special case. The U(n+1) 10,9 transformations from [68] lead in [69] to
U(n+1) generalizations of the classical nonterminating q-Whipple trans-
formation and nonterminating balanced 3,2 sum. The nonterminating
U(n+1) 8,7 q-Whipple transformations from [69] are utilized in [30] to
derive a nonterminating U(n+1) q-Dougall sum and U(n+1) extension of
the q-integral evaluations and transformations in Sections 2.10 and 2.11 of
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[35]. As a further application of the above theory of U(n+1) basic hyper-
geometric series, the paper [21] contains U(n+1) generalizations of the
bibasic summation theorems of Gosper and Gasper [34], as well as
U(n+1) generalizations of the classical matrix inversions of Carlitz [28],
and Gasper [34], that arise as special cases. A useful and elegant charac-
teriztion of matrix inversion problems appear in [65].
The U(n+1) Bailey Lemma, Transform, and little q-Jacobi orthogonal
polynomials have been extended in [49, 50, 67] to Gustafson’s [39] basic
hypergeometric series very-well-poised on symplectic groups Cn . The
work in [49, 50, 67] is based upon the unitary case and a suitable Cn
terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summation theorem derived from
Gustafson’s [39] Cn generaliztion of the 66 summation. The An and Cn
Bailey Transform and Lemma have previously been announced in [66].
The symplectic Cn extension of the classical RogersSelberg identity [35;
p. 37, Eq. (2.7.6)] is derived in [64]. Several limiting cases are also studied.
This program depends upon the Cn q-Whipple transformation from [67]
and the symmetric function and q-difference equation techniques of [61].
This analysis provides an elegant Cn generaliztion of how the classical
RogersSelberg identity is simplified termwise in the standard analytical
proofs of the RogersRamanujanSchur identities.
The main summation theorems and transformations in [56, 62, 63] appear
as special cases of the simpler, more canonical analysis in this paper and
[58]. The work in [56, 62, 63] relied upon intricate q-difference equation
and induction arguments while our current analysis is a natural, direct conse-
quence of the U(n+1) Bailey Transform and suitable U(n+1) terminating
very-well-poised 6,5 summation theorems. The U(n+1) q-Gauss summa-
tions in Section 5 and U(n+1) terminating balanced 3,2 summations in
Section 4 include our q-analogs from [56, 62] of Holman’s [42] U(n)
generalizations of the classical [17, 78] Gauss 2F1(1) and terminating
balanced 3F2(1) summation theorems. One of the U(n+1) q-Whipple trans-
formations in [58; Section 3] in our q-analog from [63] of Gustafson’s [38]
U(n) generaliztion of Whipple’s [80, 81] classical transformation of a very-
well-poised 7F6 (1) into a balanced 4F3(1). These results from [56, 62, 63] are
announced in Section 6 of [57]. Taken together, the U(n+1) q-Gauss sum-
mations, terminating balanced 3,2 summations, and q-Whipple transforma-
tions in this paper and [58] preserve the classical special-limiting case
relationships and are more symmetrical than those in [56, 62, 63].
We survey some classical basic hypergeometric series and the classical
A1 Bailey Transform as motivation for our U(n+1) methods and results.
Let q be a complex number such that |q|<1. Define
(:)#(:; q) := ‘
k0
(1&:qk) (1.1a)
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and, thus,
(:)n#(:; q)n :=(:) (:qn) . (1.1b)
Classical one-variable basic hypergeometric series [4, 5, 9, 17, 35, 78]
with r numerator parameters a1, ..., ar and s denominator parameters
b1, ..., bs are determined by
Definition 1.2 ( r,s basic hypergeometric series).
r,s _a1, ..., arb1, ..., bs ; q, z& := :

n=0
(a1)n (a2)n } } } (ar)n
(q)n (b1)n } } } (bs)n
[(&1)n q(
n
2)]1+s&r zn, (1.3)
with ( n2)=n(n&1)2, where q{0 when r>s+1. The parameters b1, ..., bs
are such that the denominator factors in the terms of the series (1.3)
are never zero. Since (q&m; q)n=0, if n=m+1, m+2, ..., an r,s series
terminates if one of its numerator parameters is of the form q&m with m=
0, 1, 2, ..., and q{0.
The factor [(&1)n q(
n
2)]1+s&r appears, for example, in the recent works
[16, 35]. They want the series in (1.3) to remain in the same form (with
r replaced by r&1) under the limiting case ar   and with z replaced by
zar . Earlier works, such as [17, 18] did not have this factor. However, we
need only add enough extra zero parameters in order to rewrite any earlier
summation theorems in this new form.
One of the most important summation theorems for basic hypergeometric
series is the classical q-binomial theorem [6, 9, 17, 35, 78] given by
Theorem 1.4 (Classical q-Binomial Theorem). If |q|<1 and |z|<1,
then
1,0(a; &; q, z) := :
n0
(a)n
(q)n
zn=
(az)
(z)
. (1.5)
The classical q-binomial theorem was derived by Cauchy [29], Heine
[41], Jacobi [47], and other mathematicians.
Adding two more parameters leads to Heine’s [29, 41, 47] q-analog of
the Gauss summation theorem in
Theorem 1.6 (q-Gauss Summation Theorem). If |q|<1 and |cab|<1,
then
2,1 _a, bc ; q, cab&=
(ca) (cb)
(c) (cab)
. (1.7)
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Theorem 1.4 is the limiting special case of Theorem 1.6 in which b=caz
and then c  0.
The summation theorems [6, 9, 17, 35, 78] for terminating 3,2 , 6,5 ,
and 8,7 series require that the parameters satisfy the additional condi-
tions of being either balanced andor very-well-poised. An r+1,r is called
k-balanced if b1 } } } br=a1 } } } ar+1qk and z=q, and a 1-balanced series is
called ‘‘balanced’’ (or ‘‘Saalschu tzian’’). A basic hypergeometric series,
r+1,r , is ‘‘well-poised’’ if qa1=a2 b1=a3b2= } } } =ar+1br . It is called
‘‘very-well-poised’’ if it is well-poised and if a2=q - a1 and a3=&q - a1 .
Jackson’s [45] q-analog of the PfaffSaalschu tz formula is his terminating
balanced 3,2 summation theorem in
Theorem 1.8 (Jackson).
3,2 _ a, b, q
&n
c, abc&1q1&n
; q, q&=(ca)n (cb)n(c)n (cab)n , (1.9)
where n=0, 1, ... .
Standard proofs of Theorem 1.8 can be found in [79] and [6; pp. 3839].
Theorem 1.6 follows by taking n   in (1.9).
Rogers’ [74] terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summation theorem is
given by
Theorem 1.10 (Rogers).
6,5 _
a, q - a, &q - a, b, c, q&n
- a, &- a, aqb, aqc, aqn+1
; q, aqn+1bc&= (aq)n (aqbc)n(aqb)n ( aqc)n , (1.11)
where n=0, 1, ... .
Theorem 1.10 leads to Andrews’ [7] matrix inversion in
Theorem 1.12 (Classical Bailey Transform for A1). Let a be indeter-
minate and i, j0 be integers. Let the matrices M and M* be defined as in
M(i; j; A1) :=(q)&1i&j (aq)
&1
i+j ; (1.13a)
and
M*(i; j; A1) :=(1&aq2i)(aq) i+ j&1 (q)&1i& j (&1)
i& j q(
i& j
2 ). (1.13b)
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Then M and M* are inverse, infinite, lower-triangular matrices. That is,
$(i, j)= :
jyi
M(i; y; A1) M*(y; j; A1), (1.14)
where $(r, s)=1 if r=s, and 0 otherwise.
Theorem 1.12 follows from the terminating very-well-poised 4,3 summa-
tion theorem and a termwise rewriting of the (i, j) entry in the matrix
product MM*. Earlier, Carlitz [28; Theorem 5], and then later Al-Salam
and Verma [2] had obtained bibasic matrix inversion results whose p=q
case is equivalent to Theorem 1.12. More recently, Gessel and Stanton [36;
Theorem 1.2] proved several q-series identities using Theorem 1.12. Gasper
[34] recently derived bibasic extensions and analogs of Theorem 1.12, and
the earlier work of Carlitz, Al-Salam, and Verma. Bressoud [25] has
deduced an elegant extension of Theorem 1.12 for matrices Ma, b , with two
free parameters, from the terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summation
theorem. He proved that Ma, b and Mb, a are inverse, infinite, lower-
triangular matrices. All of this work, as well as [1, 7], provides a natural
setting for Theorem 1.12.
Equation (1.13) motivates the definition of the A1 Bailey Pair.
Definition 1.15 (A1 Bailey Pair). Let n0 and y0 be integers and
:=[:y] and ;=[;y] be sequences. Let M and M* be as in (1.13). Then
we say that : and ; form an A1 Bailey Pair if
;n= :
0yn
M(n; y; A1) : , (1.16)
for all n0.
The study of A1 Bailey Pairs (:n , ;n) satisfying (1.16) goes back to
Rogers’ [73, 75] proofs of the RogersRamanujanSchur identities, and
more recently to Slater [7678], Bressoud [24, 26], Andrews [8, 9, 10],
and Paule [7072].
Equation (1.14) and Definition 1.15 immediately give
Corollary 1.17 (A1 Bailey Pair Inversion). : and ; satisfy equation
(1.16) if and onl if
:n= :
0yn
M*(n; y; A1) ;y . (1.18)
Andrews [8, 9] notes that the most important A1 Bailey Pair (:n , ;n) is
:n :=
(1&aq2n)(a)n (&1)n q
( n2)
(1&a)(q)n
, (1.19a)
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and
;n :=$(n, 0)={1, if n=00, if n>0. (1.19b)
To obtain (1.19a), just substitute (1.13b) and (1.19b) into (1.18).
Corollary 1.17 and A1 Bailey Pairs such as (1.19) are responsible for the
dual pairs of identities in [79, 36, 37]. For example, with :n and ;n as in
Eq. (1.19), it follows that (1.16) and (1.18) correspond to Theorems 1.10
and 1.8, respectively. This is how Andrews’ [7] matrix inversion result
implied that the terminating balanced 3,2 and very-well-poised 6,5 summa-
tion theorems are equivalent. We extend this analysis to the U(n+1) case
in this paper.
We organize our paper as follows. In Section 2 we extract from [55] the
U(n+1) terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summations which we need for
our work in the rest of this paper. In Section 3 we make use of a suitably
modified U(n+1) terminating very-well-poised 4,3 summation theorem
and termwise transformations to obtain the U(n+1) Bailey Transform.
This result is expressed as a matrix inversion analogous to Theorem 1.12.
We also utilize one of the U(n+1) terminating very-well-poised 6,5
summation theorems and termwise transformations to obtain the U(n+1)
generalization of Bressoud’s two parameter matrix identity and inversion
from [25]. As in Definition 1.15, we introduce the concept of a U(n+1)
Bailey Pair, and then invert it by a U(n+1) generaliztion of Corollary
1.17. This U(n+1) inversion applied to the U(n+1) terminating very-
well-poised 6,5 summations in Section 2 yields the U(n+1) terminating
balanced 3,2 summations in Section 4. Special limiting cases of the
U(n+1) terminating balanced 3,2 summatons are contained in Section 5.
These include U(n+1) q-Gauss summations, several U(n+1) q-Chu-
Vandermonde summations, U(n+1) q-binomial theorems, and a U(n+1)
Cauchy Identity. In Section 6 we study the effects of inverting the base q
or reversing the order of summation in U(n+1) q-Vandermonde and
terminating balanced 3,2 summations. We utilize, in Section 7, Theorem
1.49 of [54] to prove a q-Gauss summation theorem for a U(n+1) exten-
sion of the basic Lauricella function 8D of [3; pp. 621, 5; pp. 207]. A
special limiting case of this resuls is Andrews’ [5; Corollary 5.6] q-Gauss
summation for 8D . We then define a U(n+1) generalization of the basic
Lauricella functions 8A , 8B , 8C , and 8D . The U(n+1) q-Gauss summa-
tions from Section 5 and Section 7, combined with an interchange of
summation, lead in Section 8 to U(n+1) generalizations of an important
application of the classical Bailey Transform in Eq. (3.4.9) of [78; pp. 99]
and Theorem 2 of [7; pp. 10].
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2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The U(n+1) terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summations from [55, 63]
are responsible for many of our main results in this paper was well as in
[21, 30, 54, 5861, 68, 69]. Here, we rewrite these 6,5 summation in a form
more convenient for our applications.
We start with
Theorem 2.1 (First U(n+1) generalization of the terminating 6,5 sum-
mation theorem). Let a, b, c1, ..., cn and x1, ..., xn be indeterminate, let N be
a nonnegative integer, let n1, and suppose that none of the denominators in
(2.2) vanishes. Then
{(aq(bc1 } } } cn))N(aqb)N ‘ni=1 \
xi
xn
aq+N
\xixn aqci+N= (2.2a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & (2.2b)
_ ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aqyi+( y1+ } } } +yn)
1&
xi
xn
a & (2.2c)
__(q&N)y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
aqN+1+
&1
yi
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
a+y1+ } } } +yn& (2.2d)
__(aqb)&1y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
b+yi
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \
xr
xs
cs+yr ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
aqci+
&1
y1+ } } } +yn
& (2.2e)
__\ aq
N+1
bc1 } } } cn+
y1+ } } } +yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&= . (2.2f )
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Proof. Rewrite Theorem 1.38 of [55] by first replacing n by n+1,
making the substitutions
an+1, n+1=ba, zn zn+1=a, (2.3a)
and then taking m=N, and
aii=ci and zi=xi , for i=1, 2, ..., n. K (2.3b)
Remark. Setting b=aqN+1 in (2.2) immediately yields an elegant
partial summation result. The partial sums of an infinite multiple series,
taken over y1, ..., yn0 and 0y1+ } } } +ynN, equal the quotient of
finite products in (2.2a), subject to b=aqN+1.
It is not hard to see from a polynomial identity argument that Theorem 2.1
implies
Theorem 2.4 (Second U(n+1) generalization of the terminating 6,5
summation theorem). Let a, b, c and x1, ..., xn be indeterminate, let Ni be
nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none of the
denominators in (2.5) vanishes. Then
{(aqbc)N1+ } } } +Nn(aqb)N1+ } } } +Nn ‘ni=1 \
xi
xn
aq+Ni
\xixn aqc+Ni= (2.5a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & (2.5b)
_ ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aq yi+( y1+ } } } +yn)
1&
xi
xn
a & (2.5c)
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr & ‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
a+y1+ } } } +yn
\xixn aq1+Ni+y1+ } } } +yn& (2.5d)
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_
(c)y1+ } } } +yn
(aqb)y1+ } } } +yn
‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
b+yi
\xixn aqc+yi& (2.5e)
__\aq
1+(N1+ } } } +Nn)
bc +
y1+ } } } +yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&= . (2.5f )
Proof. By the
ci =q&Ni, for i=1, 2, ..., n, (2.6)
case of Theorem 2.1 and an elementary calculation involving (2.2a) it
follows that the identity (2.5) holds for c=q&N, with N any nonnegative
integer. However, (2.5) is a polynomial identity in c&1, whose degree is a
finite function of [N1, ..., Nn]. Hence, Theorem 2.4 is true in general. K
Note that we could have deduced both Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 directly
from the nonterminating U(n+1) 6,5 summation given by Theorem 1.44
of [55]. Instead, we chose to derive Theorem 2.4 from Theorem 2.1, and
thereby avoided depending on a nonterminating summation. This tech-
nique is used below and also in many subsequent developments where a
suitable nonterminating summation theorem is lacking.
Next, we have
Theorem 2.7 (Third U(n+1) generalization of the terminating 6,5
summation theorem). Let a, b, c1, ..., cn and x1, ..., xn be indeterminate, let
N be a nonnegative integer, let n1, and suppose that none of the
denominators in (2.8) vanishes. Then
‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
aq+N \
xi
xn
aqbci+N
\xixn aqb+N \
xi
xn
aqci+N& (2.8a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & (2.8b)
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_ ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aq yi+( y1+ } } } +yn)
1&
xi
xn
a & (2.8c)
__(q&N)y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
aqN+1+
&1
yi
_ ‘
n
r, s=1
(qxrxs)
&1
yr ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
a+y1+ } } } +yn& (2.8d)
__(b)y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
aqb+
&1
yi
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \
xr
xs
cs+yr ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
aqci+
&1
y1+ } } } +yn
& (2.8e)
__\ aq
N+1
bc1 } } } cn+
y1+ } } } +yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn& (2.8f )
__q&e2( y1, ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn+
yi
&= , (2.8g)
where e2( y1, ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of [ y1, ..., yn].
Proof. Rewrite Theorem 1.31 of [55] by first replacing n by n+1,
utilizing the relations
Ars=(zrzs), for 1r<sn+1;
brs=q(zrzs), for 1r, sn+1;
(2.9)
br, n+2=bn+1, n+2(zrzn+1), for 1rn+1;
ars=ass(zr zs), for 1r, sn+1,
making the substitutions
bn+1, n+2=qb, zn zn+1=a, (2.10a)
and then taking m=N, and
aii =ci and zi =xi , for i=1, 2, ..., n. K (2.10b)
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Remark. Setting cn=aqN+1 in (2.8) immediately yields an elegant
partial summation result. The partial sums of an infinite multiple series,
taken over y1, ..., yn0 and 0y1+ } } } +ynN, equal the quotient of
finite products in (2.8a), subject to cn=aqN+1.
By the same polynomial identity argument which led form Theorem 2.1
to Theorem 2.4 we find that Theorem 2.7 yields
Theorem 2.11 (Fourth U(n+1) generalization of the teminating 6,5
summation theorem). Let a, b, c and x1, ..., xn be indeterminate, let Ni be
nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none of the
denominators in (2.12) vanishes. Then
‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
aq+Ni \
xi
xn
aqbc+Ni
\xixn aqb+Ni \
xi
xn
aqc+Ni& (2.12a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & (2.12b)
_ ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aqyi+( y1+ } } } +yn)
1&
xi
xn
a & (2.12c)
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr & ‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
a+y1+ } } } +yn
\xixn aq1+Ni+y1+ } } } +yn& (2.12d)
_(b)y1+ } } } +yn (c)y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
aqb+yi \
xi
xn
aqc+yi&
&1
(2.12e)
__\aq
1+(N1+ } } } +Nn)
bc +
y1+ } } } +yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn& (2.12f )
__q&e2( y1, ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn+
yi
&= , (2.12g)
where e2( y1, ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1, ..., yn].
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Remark. It is sometimes useful to write Theorem 2.11 in an even more
symmetrical form with
ai :=axixn , for i=1, 2, ..., n, (2.13a)
so that
xi =ai xna, for i=1, 2, ..., n. (2.13b)
This way, we have b, c, and n special parameters a1, ..., an .
We conclude this section with
Theorem 2.14 (Fifth U(n+1) generalization of the terminating 6,5
summation theorem). Let a, b, c and x1, ..., xn be indeterminate, let Ni be
nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none of the
denominators in (2.15) vanishes. Then
{[(aqb)N1+ } } } +Nn (aqc)N1+ } } } +Nn]&1
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
aq+Ni \
xn
xi
(aqbc) qN1+ } } } +Nn&Ni+Ni&= (2.15a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & (2.15b)
_ ‘
n
i=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aq yi+( y1+ } } } +yn)
1&
xi
xn
a & (2.15c)
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr & ‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
a+y1+ } } } +yn
\xixn aq1+Ni+y1+ } } } +yn& (2.15d)
_(aqb)&1y1+ } } } +yn (aqc)
&1
y1+ } } } +yn
‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
b+yi \
xi
xn
c+yi& (2.15e)
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__\aq
1+(N1+ } } } +Nn)
bc +
y1+ } } } +yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn& (2.15f )
__qe2( y1, ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi+
yi
&= , (2.15g)
where e2( y1, ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of [ y1, ..., yn].
Proof. Rewrite Theorem 4.39 of [63] by first replacing n by n+1,
making the substitutions
an+1, n+1=ba, an+1, n+2=ca, zn zn+1=a, (2.16a)
and then taking
zi =xi , for i=1, 2, ..., n. K (2.16b)
3. THE U(n+1) BAILEY TRANSFORM
In this section we establish our multivariable extension of the classical A1
Bailey Transform in Theorem 1.12, the GesselStanton matrix inversion in
Theorem 1.2 of [36], and Bressoud’s two parameter matrix identity and
inversion from [25]. Motivated by Andrews [7], Gessel and Stanton [36,
37], and Agarwal, Andrews and Bressoud [1] we first generalize the
matrix inversion formulation of the A1 Bailey Transform. This requires
matrices M and M* whose rows and columns are indexed by vectors of
length n of nonnegative integers.
Throughout this paper, let i :=(i1, ..., in), j :=( j1, ..., jn) , N :=
(N1, ..., Nn), and y :=( y1, ..., yn) be vectors of length n with nonnegative
integer components. We start with the U(n+1) Bailey Transform matrices
in
Definition 3.1 (M and M* for U(n+1)). Let a, x1, ..., xn be indeter-
minate. Suppose that none of the denominators in (3.2) vanishes. Then let
M(i; j)#M(i; j; An) := ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q jr& js+
&1
ir& jr
‘
n
k=1 \
xk
xn
aq+
&1
ik+( j1+ } } } + jn)
;
(3.2a)
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and
M*(i; j)#M*(i; j; An)
:= ‘
n
k=1 _1&
xk
xn
aqik+(i1+ } } } +in)& ‘
n
k=1 \
xk
xn
aq+ jk+(i1+ } } } +in)&1
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q jr& js+
&1
ir& jr
_(&1)(i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } +jn)q(
(i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } +jn)
2 ). (3.2b)
As in the classical case [1], we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3 (Bailey Transform for U(n+1)). Let M and M* be
defined as in (3.2), with rows and columns ordered lexicographically. Then M
and M* are inverse, infinite matrices, and M(i; j)=0=M*(i; j), unless
ik jk for k=1, 2, ..., n. That is, if ij then
‘
n
k=1
$(ik , jk)= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
jkykik
M(i; y) M*(y; j), (3.4)
where $(r, s)=1 if r=s, and 0 otherwise. Both sides of (3.4) are 0 if i<j and
the sum is over all possible y. Finally, M(i; j)=0=M*(i; j), if i<j.
The index of summation of the multiple sum in (3.4) is contained in the
interval jyi, ordered lexicographically. Just look at the smallest k so
that jk{yk and note that jk<yk . Thus, jy. Similarly, yi. It follows
from (3.2) that all other terms M(i; y) M*(y; j), corresponding to the rest
of jyi, are zero. Just take any y not in the index of summation in (3.4).
Then, for at least one r in r=1, 2, ..., n, we have either yr< jr or ir<yr .
But then, either M*(y; j)=0 or M(i; y)=0, respectively. Note that the
lexicographic interval jyi may have an infinite number of elements.
However, we have shown that all but a finite number of the corresponding
terms M(i; y) M*(y; j) are 0. Thus, this fact, and the total lexicographic
ordering of rows and columns enables us to transform the single ‘‘abstract’’
sum for computing entries of MM* into the multiple sum in (3.4). This,
along with the U(n+1) terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summation
theorems in Section 2 allows us to pass directly from one to several
variables.
Theorem 1.12 is the n=1 case of Theorem 3.3. No xi’s appear in
Corollary 1.17 because (x1 x1)=1.
Equation (3.2) motivates the definition of the U(n+1) Bailey Pair.
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Definition 3.5 (U(n+1) Bailey Pair). Let Nk0 be integers for
k=1, 2, ..., n. Let A=[Ay] and B=[By] be sequences. Let M and M* be
as in (3.2). Then we say that A and B form a U(n+1) Bailey Pair if
BN = :
k=1, 2, ..., n
0ykNk
M(N; y)Ay . (3.6)
As a consequence of the U(n+1) Bailey Transform in Theorem 3.3, we
can invert the relationship in the definition of the U(n+1) Bailey Pair. We
have the following result.
Corollary 3.7 (U(n+1) Bailey Pair Inversion). Let A=[Ay] and
B=[By] form a U(n+1) Bailey Pair. Then (3.6) holds for all nonnegative
integers Nk with k=1, 2, ..., n if and only if the following also holds:
AN= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
0ykNk
M*(N; y) By . (3.8)
Corollary 3.7 leads to a nontrivial multiple series U(n+1) generalization
of much of the work in [2, 28; single base q], and [7, 8, 11, 36, 37].
Just as in the classical case, the study of U(n+1) Bailey Pairs can be
simplified by referring to the U(n+1) Dual Bailey Pairs in
Lemma 3.9 (U(n+1) Dual Bailey Pair). Let a, q and x1, ..., xn be
indeterminate, with n1. If :y#:y(a, q, x1, ..., xn), and ;y#;y(a, q,
x1, ..., xn) is any U(n+1) Bailey Pair in Definition (3.5) then the following
[Ay , By] is also a U(n+1) Bailey Pair.
Ay(a, q, x1, ..., xn) :=:y(a&1, q&1, x&11 , ..., x
&1
n )
__(xn)&n( y1+ } } } +yn) ‘
n
k=1
(xk)&nyk+2(y1+ } } } +yn)&
_[q( y1+ } } } +yn)2+e2( y1, ..., yn)an( y1+ } } } +yn)], (3.10a)
and
By(a, q, x1, ..., xn) :=;y(a&1, q&1, x&11 , ..., x
&1
n )
__(xn)( y1+ } } } +yn) ‘
n
k=1
(xk)( y1+ } } } +yn)&(n+1) yk&
_[q&((n+1)2)[( y
2
1+ } } } +y
2
n)+( y1+ } } } +yn)]]
_[a&( y1+ } } } +yn)(&1)(n&1)( y1+ } } } +yn)], (3.10b)
where e2( y1, ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of [ y1, ..., yn].
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Proof. Set :y=:y(a, q, x1, ..., xn) and ;y=;y(a, q, x1, ..., xn) and make
the substitutions a [ a&1, q [ q&1, x1 [ x&11 , ..., xn [ x
&1
n in (3.6). Apply
the relation
(A; q&1)m=(&A)m q
&( m2 )(A&1; q)m (3.11)
to all the factors in the denominator of this case of (3.6) and simplify. K
We prove Theorem 3.3 by utilizing elementary series manipulations to
transform the sum side of (3.4) termwise into another sum which can be
evaluated by a special case of Theorem 2.4 to yield the product side of
(3.4).
To this end we need the key
Lemma 3.12. Let x1, ..., xn be indeterminate. Suppose that no xrxs is an
integral power of q. Then
‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+yr&ys
={ ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & (3.13a)
__(&1)(n&1)( y1+ } } } +yn) ‘
n
k=1
(xk)nyk&( y1+ } } } +yn)& (3.13b)
_[q&e2( y1, ..., yn)qy2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) ynq
(n&1)[( y12 ) + } } } +(
yn
2 )]]= , (3.13c)
where e2( y1, ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of [ y1, ..., yn].
Proof. It is clear that the product in the left-hand side of (3.13a) can be
written as
‘
1r<sn _\q
xr
xs+yr&ys \q
xr
xs+ys&yr& . (3.14)
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Now, in order to simplify (3.14) we appeal to
Lemma 3.15. Let (A)m be defined by (1.1) with m any integer. We then
have
(qA)m (qA&1)&m=(&A)m q
( m2 ) _1&Aq
m
1&A & . (3.16)
Proof. We first note that
(A)&m=(&A)&m qm(m+1)2(qA&1)&1m . (3.17)
If m>0, then we have
(qA)m (qA&1)&m=(&A)m q&mqm(m+1)2(qA)m(A)m
=(&A)m q(
m
2 ) _1&Aq
m
1&A & . (3.18)
On the other hand, if m<0 we have
(qA)m (qA&1)&m=(&A)m qmq&m(&m+1)2(qA&1)&m(A&1)&m
=(&A)m qmqm(m&1)2(1&A&1q&m)(1&A&1)
=(&A)m q(
m
2 ) _1&Aq
m
1&A & . (3.19)
Since the last lines of (3.18) and (3.19) are identical, the proof of Lemma
3.15 is complete. K
Applying Lemma 3.15 to the factors in (3.14) immediately gives
{ ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & (3.20a)
_ ‘
1r<sn _(&1)
yr&ys \xrxs+
yr&ys
q( yr&ys)( yr&ys&1)2&= . (3.20b)
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The proof of Lemma 3.12 is completed by utilizing the following
relations to transform (3.20b) into (3.13bc). These relations are:
‘
1r<sn
(&1) yr&ys=(&1)(n&1)( y1+ } } } +yn) (3.21a)
‘
1r<sn \
xr
xs+
yr&ys
= ‘
n
k=1
(xk)nyk&( y1+ } } } +yn) (3.21b)
‘
1r<sn
q( yr&ys)( yr&ys&1)2
=[q&e2( y1, ..., yn)q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) ynq
(n&1)[( y12 ) + } } } +(
yn
2 )]]. K (3.21c)
We now prove Theorem 3.3. We start with the sum side of (3.4) where
M and M* are given by (3.2). In the resulting multiple sum, shift the index
of summation to 0 ykik& jk , for k=1, 2, ..., n. In each term, replace yk
by yk+ jk , for k=1, 2, ..., n. We then obtain
:
k=1, 2, ..., n
0 ykik& jk
{ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q jr& jsq yr& ys+
&1
ir& jr& yr
_ ‘
n
k=1 \
xk
xn
aq+
&1
ik+( j1+ } } } + jn)+( y1+ } } } + yn)
_ ‘
n
k=1 _1&
xk
xn
aq jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)+ yk+( y1+ } } } + yn)&
_ ‘
n
k=1 \
xk
xn
aq+ jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)+( y1+ } } } + yn)&1
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q jr& js+
&1
yr
[(&1) y1+ } } } + yn q(
y1+ } } } + yn
2 )]= . (3.22)
Recalling that (A)n+m=(A)n (Aqn)m we see that
\xkxn aq+
&1
ik+( j1+ } } } + jn)+( y1+ } } } + yn)
=\xkxn aq+
&1
ik+( j1+ } } } + jn)
\xkxn aq1+ik+( j1+ } } } + jn)+
&1
y1+ } } } + yn
, (3.23)
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and also that
\xkxn aq+ jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)+( y1+ } } } + yn)&1
=_\xkxn aq+ jk+( j1+ } } } + jn) \
xk
xn
aq jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)+y1+ } } } + yn&
_\1&xkxn aq jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)+
&1
(3.24)
Our main task is to transform the first product in (3.22). Applying
(A)N&n=q&Nn(&A)&n q
( n+12 )(A)N (q1&NA)&1n (3.25)
to
‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q jr& jsq yr& ys+
&1
ir& jr& yr
(3.26)
and simplifying gives
‘
n
r, s=1 _ \
xs
xr
q js&irq ys& yr+yr
\q xrxs q jr& jsq yr& ys+ ir& jr& (3.27a)
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs+
yr
q(ir& js) yrq( yr& ys) yr& (3.27b)
_[(&1)n( y1+ } } } + yn) q
&n[( y12 ) + } } } +(
yn
2 )]]. (3.27c)
We rewrite the products in (3.27a) by means of
Lemma 3.28. Let x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate. Suppose that no xrxs is an
integral power of q. Then
\xsxr q&Nq ys& yr+yr
\q xrxs q yr& ys+N
(3.29a)
=
\q xrxs+yr& ys \
xs
xr
q&N+ys
\q xrxs+N _
(&1) yr& ys \xsxr+
yr& ys
qN( yr& ys) q(
1+ yr&ys
2 ) & . (3.29b)
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Proof. Rewrite (3.29a) using the identity (A)m=(A)(Aqm) . Then,
multiply and divide the result by
\q xrxs+ \
xs
xr
q&N+ \q
xr
xs
qN+ . (3.30)
Rearrange the terms, simplify one factor by (3.17), and rewrite the result as
(3.29b). K
The N=ir& jr and xk [ xkq jk, for k=1, 2, ..., n, case of Lemma 3.28
transforms (3.27a) into
‘
n
r, s=1 _\
q
xr
xs
q jr& js+yr& ys \
xs
xr
q js&ir+ys
\q xrxs q jr& js+ ir& jr & (3.31a)
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _(&1)
yr& ys \xsxr+
yr& ys
q( js&ir)( yr& ys) q
&( 1+ yr& ys2 )& (3.31b)
We are finally ready to rewrite the first product in (3.22). First, apply the
xk [ xk q jk, for k=1, 2, ..., n, case of Lemma 3.12 to transform the first
factor in (3.31a). Substitute the resulting (3.31) into (3.27a). Combine all
the factors in (3.27), and simplify. We find that
‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q jr& jsq yr& ys+
&1
ir& jr& yr
(3.32a)
={_ ‘nr, s=1 \q xrxs q jr& js+&1ir& jr ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q jr& jsq yr& ys
1&
xr
xs
q jr& js &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \
xr
xs
q jr&is+yr& (3.32b)
_[q[(i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } + jn)]( y1+ } } } + yn)q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn
_(&1)&( y1+ } } } + yn)q
&( y1+ } } } + yn2 )]= . (3.32c)
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In arriving at (3.32c) we used the relations
‘
n
r, s=1 \
xr
xs+
yr+ ys
=1 (3.33a)
‘
n
r, s=1
q(
yr
2 ) &(
ys
2 )=1 (3.33b)
\y1+ } } } + yn2 +=e2( y1 , ..., yn)+_\
y1
2 ++ } } } +\
yn
2 +& . (3.33c)
The relations (3.33a-b) are immediate by a symmetry interchanging r
and s.
It is now not hard to see that (3.23), (3.24), and (3.32) enable us to
rewrite the multiple sum in (3.22) as
{ ‘nr, s=1 \q xrxs q jr& js+&1ir& jr ‘nk=1 _\
xk
xn
aq+ jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)
\xkxn aq+ ik+( j1+ } } } + jn)&= (3.34a)
_ :
k=1, 2, ..., n
0 ykik& jk { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q jr& jsq yr& ys
1&
xr
xs
q jr& js &
_ ‘
n
k=1 _
1&
xk
xn
aq jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)+ yk+( y1+ } } } + yn)
1&
xk
xn
aq jk+( j1+ } } } + jn) &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _ \
xr
xs
q jr&is+yr
\q xrxs q jr& js+yr& ‘
n
k=1 _ \
xk
xn
aq jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)+y1+ } } } + yn
\xkxn aq1+ik+( j1+ } } } + jn)+y1+ } } } + yn&
_[q[(i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } + jn)]( y1+ } } } + yn)q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn]= .
(3.34b)
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It follows that (3.34b) is the special case of Theorem 2.4 in which we first
take b=aqc and then set
Nk=ik& jk , for k=1, 2, ..., n;
xk [ xk q jk, for k=1, 2, ..., n; (3.35)
a [ aq jn+( j1+ } } } + jn).
Consequently, (3.34b) equals
{(1)(i1& j1)+ } } } +(in& jn)(c)(i1& j1)+ } } } +(in& jn) ‘nk=1 _ \
xk
xn
aq1+ jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)+ ik& jk
\xkxn (ac) q1+ jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)+ ik& jk&= , (3.36)
where c is a non-zero constant.
Since (ik& jk)0 for k=1, 2, ..., n, it is clear that (3.36) equals 0 if
(ik& jk)>0 for any k. On the other hand, if (ik& jk)=0 for k=1, 2, ..., n,
then each of (3.34a) and (3.36) equals 1. This i=j case also follows directly
from (3.2). That is, we have established (3.4) since (3.34) equals the
product of delta functions in (3.4).
Equation (3.4) also holds when i<j and the sum is over all y. Hence, we
have ir< jr for at least one r in r=1, 2, ..., n. In this case, each term in the
sum side of (3.4) is identically 0. To see this, note from (3.17) that
(q)&1&m=(&1)
m q
&( m2 )(1)m=0, if m>0. (3.37)
Consider all yr0 in (3.4). If 0 yrir , then yr< jr , and (3.2) and (3.37)
imply that M*(y; j)=0. On the other hand, if ir< yr , then M(i; y)=0. In
either case, subject to ir< jr , each term in (3.4) is 0.
We have now shown that (3.4) holds for any i and j. That is, M and M*
are inverse matrices.
We finish the proof of Theorem 3.3 by observing that M and M* are
also infinite lower triangular matrices, when their rows and columns are
ordered lexicographically. Let the row i be strictly less than the column j
in lexicographic order. Then i1= j1 , ..., ir&1= jr&1 and ir< jr , for some r
with r=1, 2, ..., n. The s=r factor in (3.2a) and (3.2b) is (q)&1ir& jr , which is
0 (by (3.37). We then have M(i; j)=M*(i; j)=0, if i<j, and the proof is
complete. K
The proof of Theorem 3.3 also yields the U(n+1) generalization of the
GesselStanton matrix inversion in Theorem 1.2 of [36]. We still work
with (3.34b), but our termwise simplification of (3.34b) is different. This
analysis requires new products in (3.34a). This modified analysis leads to
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Theorem 3.38. Let a, x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate. Suppose that none of
the denominators in (3.39) vanishes. Let B and B* be defined by
B(i; j)#B(i; j; An) := ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q jr& js+
&1
ir& jr
q&(i1+ } } } +in)( j1+ } } } + jn)
_ ‘
n
k=1 \
xk
xn
aq jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)+ (i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } + jn) (3.39a)
and
B*(i; j)#B*(i; j; An) := ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q jr& js+
&1
ir& jr
_ ‘
n
k=1 \
xk
xn
aq+
&1
ik+( j1+ } } } + jn)
‘
n
k=1 \
xk
xn
aq+ ik+(i1+ } } } +in)&1
_ ‘
n
k=1 _1&
xk
xn
aq jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)& (&1)(i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } + jn)
_[q(i1+ } } } +in)( j1+ } } } + jn)q(
1+(i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } + jn)
2 )], (3.39b)
with rows and columns ordered lexicographically. Then B and B* are inverse,
infinite matrices, and B(i; j)=0=B*(i; j), unless ik jk for k=1, 2, ..., n.
Furthermore, B(i; j)=0=B*(i; j), if i<j.
Proof. Start with the (i; j) entry of B*B. Shifting the index of summa-
tion to 0 ykik& jk , replacing each yk by yk+ jk , appealing to (3.32)
and suitable cases of (A)n+m=(A)n (Aqn)m , we termwise transform the
multiple sum for B*B(i; j) into the product of (3.34b) and
{ ‘nr, s=1 \q xrxs q jr& js+&1ir& jr ‘nk=1 _\
xk
xn
aq+ ik+(i1+ } } } +in)&1
\xkxn aq+ ik+( j1+ } } } + jn) &
_ ‘
n
k=1 _1&
xk
xn
aq jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)& (&1)(i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } + jn)
_[q(i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } + jn)q(
i1+ } } } +in
2 ) &(
j1+ } } } + jn
2 )]= . (3.40)
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Recall that (3.34b) is summed by the (3.35) case of Theorem 2.4 to give
(3.36). That is, we have the product of (3.36) and (3.40).
It is now clear that B*B is the identity matrix (/(i=j)), where /(A) is
1 if A is true, and 0, otherwise. K
Remark. The n=1 case of Theorem 3.38 is the matrix inversion in
Theorem 1.2 of [36] with A=a.
The applications in [36, 37] suggest that Theorem 3.38 may be useful in
multivariate q-Lagrange inversion.
We conclude this section by utilizing the general case of Theorem 2.4
and the proof of Theorem 3.3 to establish the U(n+1) generalization of
Bressoud’s [25] two parameter matrix identity which he used to extend
Theorem 1.12 to a more symmetrical matrix inversion with one additional
free parameter. That is, we prove
Theorem 3.41. Let a, b, x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate. Suppose that none of
the denominators in (3.42) vanishes. Let
Ma, b(i; j)#Ma, b(i; j; An) := ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q jr& js+
&1
ir& jr
_ ‘
n
k=1 _ \
xk
xn
b+ jk+(i1+ } } } +in)
\xkxn aq+ ik+( j1+ } } } + jn)&
_ ‘
n
k=1 _
1&
xk
xn
aq jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)
1&
xk
xn
a &
_[(ba)(i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } + jn) a
(i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } + jn)], (3.42)
with rows and columns ordered lexicographically. Then, Ma, b is an infinite
matrix that satisfies the identity
Mb, cMa, b=Ma, c . (3.43)
Furthermore, Ma, b and Mb, a are inverse, infinite matrices, and Ma, b(i; j)=0,
unless ikjk for k=1, 2, ..., n.
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.3. We start with the
(i; j) entry in Mb, c Ma, b . In the resulting multiple sum, shift the index of
summation from jk ykik to 0 ykik& jk , and then in each term,
replace yk by yk+ jk , for k=1, 2, ..., n. We then appeal to (3.32), and
suitable cases of (3.25) and (A)n+m=(A)n (Aqn)m to termwise transform
this multiple sum into the product of certain factors independent of the
indices of summation [ y1 , ..., yn] and a U(n+1) terminating 6,5 multiple
sum that can be summed by the specialization of Theorem 2.4 in which we
take
Nk=ik& jk and xk [ xkq jk, for k=1, 2, ..., n;
(3.44)
a [ bq jn+( j1+ } } } + jn), b [ cq jn+(i1+ } } } +in), c [ ba.
An elementary simplification of all the resulting products then yields
Ma, c(i; j), thus completing the proof of (3.43).
It is clear from (3.42) that Ma, a is the identity matrix. That is, Ma, b and
Mb, a are inverses. K
In order to recover Theorem 3.3 from Theorem 3.41, consider the
diagonal matrices M$(i; j) and M"(i; j) given by
M$#M$(i; j) :=a&(i1+ } } } +in) ‘
n
k=1 \1&
xk
xn
a+ /(i=j); (3.45a)
and
M"#M"(i; j) :=a( j1+ } } } + jn)
_ ‘
n
k=1 \1&
xk
xn
aq jk+( j1+ } } } + jn)+
&1
/(i=j). (3.45b)
It is then not hard to see that the matrix M in (3.2a) satisfies
M=M$Ma, 0 M", (3.46)
and that M* in (3.2b) is determined by taking the inverse of both sides of
(3.46) as in
M*=(M")* M0, a(M$)*. (3.47)
Note that diagonal matrices multiplied on the left contribute factors that
are functions of [i1 , ..., in], and those on the right functions of [ j1 , ..., jn].
It is now immediate that Theorem 3.3 is a consequence of Ma, b and Mb, a
being inverse, infinite matrices.
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The n=1 case of Theorem 3.41, its proof, and our comments involving
(3.46) and (3.47) can be found in [1].
In addition, the n=1 case of the matrices Ma, b(i; j) arise naturally from
the connection coefficient problem for little q-Jacobi polynomials in [11]
and Ex. 1.33 of [35]. The connection coefficients ak, m in the a [ c and
d [ a case of Ex. 1.33 of [35] can be summed by the q-Chu-Vandermonde
summation in Eq. (1.5.3) of [35]. Simplifying the resulting product formula
for ak, n and then setting c=q&1 gives a connection coefficient matrix
whose entries depend upon a, b, and q. Due to the symmetry of this case
of the connection coefficient problem, the inverse matrix is obtained by
interchanging a and b. It turns out that this pair of inverse matrices is
Ma, b } D and D&1 } Mb, a , respectively, where D is a suitable, invertible
diagonal matrix. Thus, for n=1, Ma, b and Mb, a are inverses. A similar
motivation for Ma, b(i; j) appears in [60].
The limit as q  1& of Theorem 3.41 makes sense. Just observe that the
numerator and denominator of (3.42) each have [n+(n+1)(i1+ } } } +in)]
factors.
A number of very general U(n+1) matrix inversion results that contain
Theorems 3.3, 3.38, and 3.41 as special cases can be found in [21].
4. THE U(n+1) BALANCED 3,2 SUMMATION
THEOREMS
In this section we apply Corollary 3.7 to the U(n+1) Bailey Pairs
(Ay , By) determined by Theorems 2.4, 2.11, and 2.14 from Section 2 to
obtain the corresponding U(n+1) terminating balanced 3,2 summation
theorems. Reversing the order of summation, or applying a polynomials
argument then yield two more. The summations arising from Theorems 2.4
and 2.14 are new, and Theorem 2.11 yields the U(n+1) terminating
balanced 3,2 summation theorem from [62]. Our work here provides a
U(n+1) generalization of Andrews’ analysis in [7].
The U(n+1) terminating balanced 3,2 summation directly resulting
from Theorem 2.4 is crucial to the analysis in [21, 30, 5861, 68, 69]. We
start with this fundamental summation given by
Theorem 4.1 (First U(n+1) generalization of the terminating balanced
3,2 summation theorem). Let a, b, c, and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, let Ni
be nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none of
the denominators in (4.2) vanishes. Then
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{ (ca)N1+ } } } +Nn(cab)N1+ } } } +Nn ‘ni=1 \
xi
xn
cb+Ni
\xixn c+Ni = (4.2a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr & ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
a+yi
\xixn c+yi&
__
(b)y1+ } } } + yn
((abc) q1&(N1+ } } } +Nn))y1+ } } } + yn
q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn&= . (4.2b)
Proof. We derive Theorem 4.1 by applying Corollary 3.7 to Theorem
2.4. This requires the relation in
Lemma 4.3. Let x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, let Ni be nonnegative integers
for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none of the denominators in
(4.4) vanishes. Then
{ ‘nr, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+Nr & q (N1+ } } } +Nn)( y1+ } } } + yn)= (4.4a)
={ ‘nr, s=1 \q xrxs q yr& ys+&1Nr& yr ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys&
_[(&1) y1+ } } } + yn q(
y1+ } } } + yn
2 )q&( y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn)]= . (4.4b)
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Proof. It is not hard to see that (4.4) is equivalent to first taking xk [
xk q& jk, for k=1, 2, ..., n, in (3.32), and then setting ir& jr=Nr , for r=
1, 2, ..., n. K
We also need the special case of (A)n+m=(A)n (Aqn)m in
\xixn aq+Ni+( y1+ } } } + yn)=\
xi
xn
aq+Ni \
xi
xn
aq1+Ni+y1+ } } } + yn . (4.5)
We now multiply both side of (2.5) by
{ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
Nr
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
aq+
&1
Ni
= , (4.6)
and apply the relations in (4.4)(4.5). We obtain
{
(aqbc)N1+ } } } +Nn
(aqb)N1+ } } } +Nn
‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
Nr
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
aqc+
&1
Ni
= (4.7a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi
{ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q yr& ys+
&1
Nr& yr
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
aq+
&1
Ni+( y1+ } } } + yn)
=
(4.7b)
_{‘ni=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aq yi+( y1+ } } } + yn)
1&
xi
xn
a &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
a+y1+ } } } + yn
_
(c)y1+ } } } + yn
(aqb)y1+ } } } + yn
‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
b+yi
\xixn aqc+yi&
__(&1) y1+ } } } + yn \aqbc+
y1+ } } } + yn
q(
y1+ } } } + yn
2 )&= . (4.7c)
At this point, identify (4.7) with Eq. (3.6), where BN is given by (4.7a)
and Ay is determined by (4.7c). It then follows from Corollary 3.7 that
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{‘ni=1 _
1&
xi
xn
aqNi+(N1+ } } } +Nn)
1&
xi
xn
a &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
Nr
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
a+N1+ } } } +Nn
_
(c)N1+ } } } +Nn
(aqb)N1+ } } } +Nn
‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
b+Ni
\xixn aqc+Ni&
__(&1)N1+ } } } +Nn \aqbc+
N1+ } } } +Nn
q(
N1+ } } } +Nn
2 )&= (4.8a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi
{‘
n
i=1 _1&
xi
xn
aqNi+(N1+ } } } +Nn)& (4.8b)
_ ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
aq+yi+(N1+ } } } +Nn)&1 (4.8c)
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q yr& ys+
&1
Nr& yr
(4.8d)
_[(&1)(N1+ } } } +Nn)&( y1+ } } } + yn) q(
(N1+ } } } +Nn)&( y1+ } } } + yn)
2 )]=
(4.8e)
_{
(aqbc)y1+ } } } + yn
(aqb)y1+ } } } + yn
‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
aqc+
&1
yi
= (4.8f )
We finish the proof by showing that (4.8) is equivalent to (4.2). We are
able to do this term-by-term.
First, use Lemma 4.3 to rewrite the product in (4.8d). Next, use the
following relations to transform (4.8c) and (4.8e), respectively.
\xixn aq+yi+(N1+ } } } +Nn)&1=_\
xi
xn
a+N1+ } } } +Nn
1&
xi
xn
a & \xixn aqN1+ } } } +Nn+yi , (4.9)
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and,
\(N1+ } } } +Nn)&( y1+ } } } + yn)2 +
=\N1+ } } } +Nn2 ++\
y1+ } } } + yn
2 ++( y1+ } } } + yn)
&(N1+ } } } +Nn)( y1+ } } } + yn). (4.10)
After a large amount of routine simplification we then find that (4.8)
becomes
{\aqbc+N1+ } } } +Nn (c)N1+ } } } +Nn(aqb)N1+ } } } +Nn ‘ni=1 \
xi
xn
b+Ni
\xixn aqc+Ni= (4.11a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr & ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
aqN1+ } } } +Nn+yi
\xixn aqc+yi &
__
(aqbc)y1+ } } } + yn
(aqb)y1+ } } } + yn
q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn&= . (4.11b)
Next, applying the relation
(A)n=(&A)n q
( n2)(A&1q1&n)n (4.12)
to the second factor in (4.11a), it is immediate that (4.11a) can be written
as
{ (c&1q1&(N1+ } } } +Nn))N1+ } } } +Nn((ba) q&(N1+ } } } +Nn))N1+ } } } +Nn ‘ni=1 \
xi
xn
b+Ni
\xixn aqc+Ni= . (4.13)
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Finally, consider the substitutions
a [ aq&(N1+ } } } +Nn);
c [ (aqc) q&(N1+ } } } +Nn); (4.14)
b [ cb,
and xi , Ni , q unchanged. It is then not hard to see that (4.14) transforms
(4.13) and (4.11b) into (4.2), and the proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete. K
Theorem 4.1 and a polynomial argument lead to
Theorem 4.15 (Second U(n+1) generalization of the terminating
balanced 3,2 summation theorem). Let a1 , ..., an , b, c and x1 , ..., xn be
indeterminate, let N be a nonnegative integer, let n1, and suppose that
none of the denominators in (4.16) vanishes. Then
{ (cb)N(c(a1 } } } anb))N ‘ni=1 \
xi
xn
cai+N
\xixn c+N = (4.16a)
= :
0 y1+ } } } + ynN
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
as+yr
\q xrxs+yr& ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
b+yi
\xixn c+yi&
__
(q&N)y1+ } } } + yn
((a1 } } } an bc) q1&N)y1+ } } } + yn
q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn&= . (4.16b)
Proof. By the b=q&N and a=b case of Theorem 4.1 and then using
(A)m=(A)(Aqm) to rewrite (4.2a) in the form
{ (cb)N((cb) qN1+ } } } +Nn)N ‘ni=1 \
xi
xn
cqNi+N
\xixn c+N = , (4.17)
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it follows that the identity (4.16) holds for ai=q&Ni, with Ni any non-
negative integers and i=1, 2, ..., n. However, (4.16) is a polynomial identity
in each of a&1i , whose degree is a finite function of N. Hence, considering
in turn each a&1i , with Ni+1 , ..., Nn arbitrary but fixed, we see that
Theorem 4.15 is true in general. K
Remark. Theorem 4.15, with different notation, is a special limiting case
of the U(n+1)q-Dougall summation in Theorem 6.17 of [56] and [57].
To see this, first rewrite this Theorem 6.17 by replacing n by n+1, m by N,
and znzn+1 by a, making the substitutions zi=xi and q&Ni by di , for i=
1, 2, ..., n, and then taking bn+1, n+2=qb, an+1, n+1=ca, and an+1, n+2=
ea. We obtain the U(n+1) q-Dougall summation in Theorem A12 in
Appendix A of [21]. Now, in this second result we first use the relation
a2q=q&Nncd1 } } } dne among the parameters to replace e by a2q1+N
(bcd1 } } } dn). We then make the substitutions c [ aqc and di [ ai , for i=
1, 2, ..., n, and apply the relation (4.12) to the first four factors in the
resulting product side of Theorem A12. Taking the limit a  0 finally gives
Theorem 4.15.
Remark. The above proof and that of Theorem 2.4 show that Theo-
rems 4.1 and 4.15 are equivalent.
Remark. Setting c=a1 } } } an bq in (4.16) immediately yields an elegant
partial summation result. The partial sums of an infinite multiple series,
taken over y1 , ..., yn0 and 0 y1+ } } } + ynN, equal the quotient of
finite products in (4.16a), subject to c=a1 } } } an bq.
Remark. It is sometimes useful to consider the specialization of
Theorem 4.15 where as=q for s=1, 2, ..., n, and b [ a and c [ b.
In the same way that we proved Theorem 4.1 we find that the dual iden-
tity to Theorem 2.11 is given by
Theorem 4.18 (Third U(n+1) generalization of the terminating balanced
3,2 summation theorem). Let a, b, c, and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, let Ni
be nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none of
the denominators in (4.19) vanishes. Then
{[(ca)N1+ } } } +Nn (cb)N1+ } } } +Nn]
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
c+Ni \
xn
xi
(cab) qN1+ } } } +Nn&Ni+Ni&
&1
= (4.19a)
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= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr & ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
a+yi
\xixn c+yi&
_ ‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
b+yi
\xixn (abc) q1&(N1+ } } } +Nn)+yi& q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn= . (4.19b)
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 4.1. Just
modify the analysis in (4.13)(4.14). That is, utilizing (4.12) and (3.33c),
the rewriting of (4.11a) is replaced by
{(b)N1+ } } } +Nn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
aqc+
&1
Ni
=
={_\bcaq+
N1+ } } } +Nn
qe2(N1 , ..., Nn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi+
Ni
&
_(b&1q1&(N1+ } } } +Nn))N1+ } } } +Nn ‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi
(ca) q&Ni+
&1
Ni
= , (4.20)
and the substitutions in (4.14) are changed to
a [ aq&(N1+ } } } +Nn);
b [ (aqc) q&(N1+ } } } +Nn); (4.21)
c [ cb,
and xi , Ni , q unchanged. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.18. K
Remark. Theorem 4.18 is none other than the previous U(n+1)
generalization of the terminating balanced 3,2 summation theorem given
by Theorem 1.39 of [62] and Theorem 5.26 of [57]. The proof given here
is much simpler and more elegant.
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The dual identity to Theorem 2.14 is given by
Theorem 4.22 (Fourth U(n+1) generalization of the terminating balanced
3,2 summation theorem). Let a, b, c and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, let Ni
be nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none of
the denominators in (4.23) vanishes. Then
{[(c)N1+ } } } +Nn (cab)N1+ } } } +Nn]&1
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
cb+Ni \
xn
xi
(ca) qN1+ } } } +Nn&Ni+Ni&= (4.23a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
a+yi \
xn
xi
bq y1+ } } } + yn& yi+yi&
_[(c)y1+ } } } + yn ((abc) q
1&(N1+ } } } +Nn))y1+ } } } + yn]
&1
_q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn= . (4.23b)
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 4.18, except
that we replace (4.20) by the relation
{(aqc)&1N1+ } } } +Nn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
b+Ni=
={_\bcaq+
N1+ } } } +Nn
q&e2(N1 , ..., Nn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn+
Ni
&
_((ca) q&(N1+ } } } +Nn))&1N1+ } } } +Nn ‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi
b&1q1&Ni+Ni= . (4.24)
This completes the proof. K
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Finally, in Section 6 we reverse the order of summation in (4.23) to
obtain
Theorem 4.25 (Second version of fourth U(n+1) generalization of the
terminating balanced 3,2 summation theorem). Let a, b, c and x1 , ..., xn
be indeterminate, let Ni be nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1,
and suppose that none of the denominators in (4.26) vanishes. Then
‘
n
i=1 _\
xn
xi
(cb) qNn&Ni+Ni \
xn
xi
(ca) qN1+ } } } +Nn&Ni+Ni
\xnxi (cab) qN1+ } } } +Nn&Ni+Ni & (4.26a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
_[(aqNn&(N1+ } } } +Nn))y1+ } } } + yn (b)y1+ } } } + yn]
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xn
xi
cqNn&Niq y1+ } } } + yn& yi+Ni
\xnxi cqNn&Niq y1+ } } } + yn& yi+yi&
__‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
(abc) q1&(N1+ } } } +Nn)+
&1
yi
q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn&= . (4.26b)
Corollary 3.7 leads to U(n+1) generalizations of additional dual pairs of
identities from [79, 36, 37]. We have already derived some of them in
[58, 59].
The U(n+1) nonterminating balanced 3,2 summations from [69] con-
tain Theorems 4.1, 4.15, and 4.18 as terminating special cases. Each of these
summations in [69] expresses a U(n+1) nonterminating balanced 3,2 sum
as an infinite product plus a linear combination of other U(n+1) nonter-
minating balanced 3,2 sums. When we terminate these results and simplify
we find that each U(n+1) 3,2 sum on the product side converges and has
coefficient 0. That is, we express a suitable U(n+1) terminating balanced 3,2
sum as a finite product. The second U(n+1) nonterminating balanced 3,2
summation from [69] contains both Theorems 4.1 and 4.15 as terminating
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special cases. The first U(n+1) nonterminating balanced 3,2 summation
from [69] yields Theorem 4.18 as a terminating special case. Here, we can
only terminate in one way.
We first summarize how to obtain Theorems 4.1 and 4.15, and then
recover Theorem 4.18. Terminate Theorem 3.2 of [69] over a square by
taking cs=q&Ns for s=1, 2, ..., n. Use the conditions on the parameters to
solve for f =(abe) q1&(N1+ } } } +Nn), utilize (4.12) to reverse the order of
factors in all the products on the product side of the resulting identity, and
make the substitutions e [ c, b [ a, a [ b. We obtain Theorem 4.1. Next,
terminate Theorem 3.2 of [69] over a triangle by taking a=q&N. Use the
conditions on the parameters to solve for f =(bc1 } } } cne) q1&N, utilize
(4.12) to reverse the order of factors in all the products on the product side
of the resulting identity, and make the substitutions e [ c, b [ b, and
ci [ ai , for i=1, 2, ..., n. We obtain Theorem 4.15. Finally, terminate
Theorem 3.1 of [69] over a square by taking cs=q&Ns for s=1, 2, ..., n.
Use the conditions on the parameters to solve for e=(abf )
q1&(N1+ } } } +Nn), apply the relation (A)N=(A)(AqN) as needed, and
make the substitution f [ c. We obtain Theorem 4.18.
5. SPECIAL LIMITING CASES OF THE U(n+1)
BALANCED 3,2 SUMMATIONS
In this section we derive U(n+1) q-Gauss summations, several U(n+1)
q-Chu-Vandermonde summations, U(n+1) q-binomial theorems, and a
U(n+1) Cauchy identity. These results are special limiting cases of the
U(n+1) balanced 3,2 summation theorems of Section 4. We proceed in the
same way that Theorem 1.8 implies Theorem 1.6, which in turn leads to
Theorem 1.4.
We first recover
Theorem 5.1 (First U(n+1) generalization of the q-Gauss summation
theorem). Let a1 , ..., an , b, c and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and let n1.
Suppose that none of the denominators in (5.2) vanishes, and that 0<|q|<1
and |c|<|a1a2 } } } an b|. Then
{ (cb)(c(a1 } } } an b)) ‘ni=1 \
xi
xn
cai+
\xixn c+ = (5.2a)
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= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
as+yr
\q xrxs+yr & ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
b+yi
\xixn c+yi&
__\ ca1 } } } anb+
y1+ } } } + yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&= . (5.2b)
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.16b),
simplify, and then let N   in Theorem 4.15, while appealing to either
Tannery’s Theorem for sums and products [27, pp. 136138], or the
dominated convergence theorem. To check the convergence of (5.2b), first
observe by the product formula for a Vandermonde determinant and some
algebra that
‘
1r<sn _1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys&
= ‘
n
i=1
x1&ii :
_ # Sn
=(_) ‘
n
i=1
xi&1_(i ) ‘
n
i=1
q(_&1(i )&i) yi. (5.3)
Then, interchange summation and apply the multiple power series ratio
test [15, 44, 52] to each of the resulting n! multiple sums. The inner
multiple sum corresponding to _ # Sn converges absolutely provided that
0<|q|<1 and |cq_&1(k)&1|<|a1 a2 } } } anb|, for k=1, 2, ..., n. K
Remark. This is the U(n+1) q-Gauss summation theorem in Theo-
rem 3.9 of [56]. The n=1 case is Theorem 1.6.
It is not hard to see that taking as=q for s=1, 2, ..., n, and b [ a and
c [ b, in Theorem 5.1 yields
Corollary 5.4. Let a, b and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and let n1.
Suppose that none of the denominators in (5.5) vanishes, and that 0<|q|<1
and |b|<|qna|. Then
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_anq(
n
2)(x1 } } } xn) x&nn (aqb)
&1
n ‘
n
i=1 \1&
xn
xi
qb+& (5.5a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
a+yi
\xixn b+yi&
__\ baqn+
y1+ } } } + yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&= . (5.5b)
Remark. The specialization of Theorem 5.1 that gives Corollary 5.4 is
motivated by the proof of Corollary 6.7 in [67].
We next recover
Theorem 5.6 (Second U(n+1) generalization of the q-Gauss summa-
tion theorem). Let a, b, c, and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and n1.
Suppose that none of the denominators in (5.7) vanishes, and that 0<|q|<1
and |cab|<|x1 } } } xn| |xm | &n |q| (n&1)2, for m=1, 2, ..., n. Then
{ (ca)(cab) ‘ni=1 \
xi
xn
cb+
\xixn c+ = (5.7a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
_(b)y1+ } } } + yn ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
a+yi
\xixn c+yi& _\
c
ab+
y1+ } } } + yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&
_[(&1)(n&1)( y1+ } } } + yn) q
(n&1)[( y12 ) + } } } +(
yn
2 )]]
__q&e2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1
(xi)nyi&( y1+ } } } + yn)&= , (5.7b)
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where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.2b),
simplify, and then let N1  , ..., Nn   in Theorem 4.1, while appealing
to the dominated convergence theorem.
To check the convergence of (5.7b) we utilize the comparison test and
consider the dominating multiple series determined by replacing
q
(n&1)[( y12 ) + } } } +(
yn
2 )]q&e2( y1 , ..., yn) (5.8a)
by
q&((n&1)2)( y1+ } } } + yn). (5.8b)
This step depends upon the identity
(n&1) _\y12 ++ } } } +\
yn
2 +&&e2( y1 , ..., yn)
=&
(n&1)
2
( y1+ } } } + yn)+
1
2
:
1r<sn
( yr& ys)2. (5.9)
Now, for the dominating multiple series, apply (5.3), interchange
summation, and apply the multiple power series ratio test [15, 44, 52] to
each of the resulting n ! multiple sums. The inner multiple sum corre-
sponding to _ # Sn converges absolutely provided that 0<|q|<1 and
|(cab) q_&1(k)&1|<|x1x2 } } } xn| |xk |&n |q| (n&1)2, for k=1, 2, ..., n. K
Remark. The n=1 case is Theorem 1.6.
We next obtain fourteen U(n+1) q-Chu-Vandermonde summation
theorems. The first four come from Theorem 4.1. We start with
Theorem 5.10 (First U(n+1) generalization of the q-Chu-Vandermonde
summation theorem). Let b, c and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, let Ni be
nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none of the
denominators in (5.11) vanishes. Then
{bN1+ } } } +Nn ‘ni=1 \
xi
xn
cb+Ni
\xixn c+Ni = (5.11a)
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= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr & ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
c+
&1
yi
_[(b)y1+ } } } + yn q
y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn]= . (5.11b)
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the first quotient in (4.2a), simplify,
and then let a  0 in Theorem 4.1. K
Next, we have
Theorem 5.12 (Second version of first U(n+1) generalization of the
q-Chu-Vandermonde summation theorem). Let b, c and x1 , ..., xn be
indeterminate, let Ni be nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and
suppose that none of the denominators in (5.13) vanishes. Then
‘
n
i=1
\xixn cb+Ni
\xixn c+Ni
(5.13a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr & _(b)y1+ } } } + yn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
c+
&1
yi
&
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__\cq
N1+ } } } +Nn
b +
y1+ } } } + yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&
__q&e2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn+
yi
&= , (5.13b)
where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.2b),
simplify, and then let a   in Theorem 4.1. K
Next, we have
Theorem 5.14 (Second U(n+1) generalization of the q-Chu-Vander-
monde summation theorem). Let b, c and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, let
Ni be nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none
of the denominators in (5.15) vanishes. Then
{_(cb)N1+ } } } +Nn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
c+
&1
Ni
&
__bN1+ } } } +Nnq&e2(N1 , ..., Nn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn+
Ni
&= (5.15a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
_ ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
b+yi
\xixn c+yi& q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn= , (5.15b)
where e2(N1 , ..., Nn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[N1 , ..., Nn].
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.2a),
simplify, let b  0 in Theorem 4.1, and then relabel a [ b. K
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Next, we have
Theorem 5.16 (Second version of second U(n+1) generalization of the
q-Chu-Vandermonde summation theorem). Let b, c and x1 , ..., xn be
indeterminate, let Ni be nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and
suppose that none of the denominators in (5.17) vanishes. Then
{(cb)N1+ } } } +Nn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
c+
&1
Ni
= (5.17a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr & ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
b+yi
\xixn c+yi&
__\cq
N1+ } } } +Nn
b +
y1+ } } } + yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&= . (5.17b)
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.2b),
simplify, let b   in Theorem 4.1, and then relabel a [ b. K
Remark. This is the ai=q&Ni, for i=1, 2, ..., n, case of Theorem 5.1.
Moving on to Theorem 4.15, we have the next group, starting with
Theorem 5.18 (Third U(n+1) generalization of the q-Chu-Vandermonde
summation theorem). Let b, c and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, let N be a
nonnegative integer, let n1, and suppose that none of the denominators in
(5.19) vanishes. Then
{_(cb)N ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
c+
&1
N &
__(&1)(n&1) N bNc(n&1) Nq(n&1)(
N
2 ) ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn+
N
&= (5.19a)
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= :
0y1+ } } } +ynN
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
b+yi
\xixn c+yi&
_[(q&N)y1+ } } } + yn q
y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn]= . (5.19b)
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.16a),
simplify, and let ai  0, for i=1, 2, ..., n, in Theorem 4.15. K
Next, we have
Theorem 5.20 (Second version of Third U(n+1) generalization of the
q-Chu-Vandermonde summation theorem). Let b, c and x1 , ..., xn be
indeterminate, let N be a nonnegative integer, let n1, and suppose that
none of the denominators in (5.21) vanishes. Then
{(cb)N ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
c+
&1
N = (5.21a)
= :
0y1+ } } } +ynN
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
_(q&N)y1+ } } } + yn ‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
b+yi
\xixn c+yi& _\
cqN
b +
y1+ } } } + yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&
_[(&1)(n&1)( y1+ } } } + yn) q
(n&1)[( y12 )+ } } } +(
yn
2 )]]
__q&e2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1
(xi)nyi&( y1+ } } } + yn)&= , (5.21b)
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where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.16b),
simplify, and let ai  , for i=1, 2, ..., n, in Theorem 4.15. K
Remark. This is the b=q&N and a [ b case of Theorem 5.6.
Next, we have
Theorem 5.22 (Fourth U(n+1) generalization of the q-Chu-Vander-
monde summation theorem). Let b1 , ..., bn , c and x1 , ..., xn be indeter-
minate, let N be a nonnegative integer, let n1, and suppose that none of the
denominators in (5.23) vanishes. Then
{(b1b2 } } } bn)N ‘ni=1 \
xi
xn
cbi+N
\xixn c+N = (5.23a)
= :
0y1+ } } } +ynN
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
bs+yr
\q xrxs+yr & ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
c+
&1
yi
_[(q&N)y1+ } } } + yn q
y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn]= . (5.23b)
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.16a),
simplify, let b  0 in Theorem 4.15, and then relabel ai [ bi , for i=
1, 2, ..., n. K
Next, we have
Theorem 5.24 (Second version of fourth U(n+1) generalization of the
q-Chu-Vandermonde summation theorem). Let b1 , ..., bn , c and x1 , ..., xn
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be indeterminate, let N be a nonnegative integer, let n1, and suppose that
none of the denominators in (5.25) vanishes. Then
‘
n
i=1
\xixn cbi+N
\xixn c+N
(5.25a)
= :
0y1+ } } } +ynN
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
bs+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
__(q&N)y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
c+
&1
yi
&
__\ cq
N
b1 } } } bn+
y1+ } } } +yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&
__q&e2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn+
yi
&= , (5.25b)
where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.16b),
simplify, let b   in Theorem 4.15, and then relabel ai [ bi , for
i=1, 2, ..., n. K
Remark. Letting N   or each Ni   in Theorems 5.16, 5.20, and
5.24 gives interesting limiting cases of Theorem 5.1. We find that taking
each Ni   in (5.17) or taking N   in (5.21) is equivalent to letting
each ai   in Theorem 5.1. Furthermore, taking N   in (5.25) is
equivalent to letting b   in Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 4.18 yields only two U(n+1) q-Chu-Vandermonde summation
theorems, since it is symmetric in a and b. However, these summations are
already a consequence of Theorem 4.1. In particular, when a  0, we
obtain Theorem 5.14, and when a  , we arrive at Theorem 5.16.
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We next consider Theorem 4.22. We first have
Theorem 5.26 (Fifth U(n+1) generalization of the q-Chu-Vander-
monde summation theorem). Let b, c and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, let
Ni be nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none
of the denominators in (5.27) vanishes. Then
{_(c)&1N1+ } } } +Nn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
cb+Ni&
__bN1+ } } } +Nn qe2(N1 , ..., Nn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi+
Ni
&= (5.27a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr & ‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi
bq y1+ } } } +yn&yi+yi
_[(c)&1y1+ } } } +yn q
y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn]= , (5.27b)
where e2(N1 , ..., Nn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[N1 , ..., Nn].
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.23a),
simplify, and then let a  0 in Theorem 4.22. K
We next have
Theorem 5.28 (Second version of fifth U(n+1) generalization of the
q-Chu-Vandermonde summation theorem). Let b, c and x1 , ..., xn be
indeterminate, let Ni be nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and
suppose that none of the denominators in (5.29) vanishes. Then
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{(c)&1N1+ } } } +Nn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
cb+Ni= (5.29a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
__(c)&1y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi
bq y1+ } } } +yn&yi+yi&
__\cq
N1+ } } } +Nn
b +
y1+ } } } +yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&
__q&e2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn+
yi
&= , (5.29b)
where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.23b),
simplify, and then let a   in Theorem 4.22. K
We next have
Theorem 5.30 (Sixth U(n+1) generalization of the q-Chu-Vander-
monde summation theorem). Let b, c and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, let
Ni be nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none
of the denominators in (5.31) vanishes. Then
{_(c)&1N1+ } } } +Nn ‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi
(cb) qN1+ } } } +Nn&Ni+Ni&
__bN1+ } } } +Nn q&e2(N1 , ..., Nn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn+
Ni
&= (5.31a)
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= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr & ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
b+yi
_[(c)&1y1+ } } } +yn q
y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn]= , (5.31b)
where e2(N1 , ..., Nn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[N1 , ..., Nn].
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.23a),
simplify, let b  0 in Theorem 4.22, and then relabel a [ b. K
We next have
Theorem 5.32 (Second version of sixth U(n+1) generalization of the
q-Chu-Vandermonde summation theorem). Let b, c and x1 , ..., xn be
indeterminate, let Ni be nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and
suppose that none of the denominators in (5.33) vanishes. Then
{(c)&1N1+ } } } +Nn ‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi
(cb) qN1+ } } } +Nn&Ni+Ni= (5.33a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
__(c)&1y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
b+yi&
__\cq
N1+ } } } +Nn
b +
y1+ } } } +yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&
__qe2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi+
yi
&= , (5.33b)
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where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.23b),
simplify, let b   in Theorem 4.22, and then relabel a [ b. K
Remark. Comparing the product sides of Theorems 5.26 through 5.32
leads to nontrivial identities involving different sum sides. That is, we find
that a suitable change of variables in a given product side gives the product
side of one of the three other theorems. The corresponding sum sides are
equal, but termwise quite different. Here, we just list the pairs of specialized
product sides that determine these identities. Applying (4.12) to all the
factors in (5.27a) and then taking b [ b&1 and c [ c&1q1&(N1+ } } } +Nn)
yields (5.33a). The same procedure applied to (5.29a) gives (5.31a). The
specialization b [ bqNn&(N1+ } } } +Nn) and xi [ x&1i q
&Ni, for i=1, 2, ..., n
applied to (5.27a) yields (5.31a). The same transformation applied to
(5.29a) gives (5.33a).
Finally, Theorem 4.25 leads to
Theorem 5.34 (Seventh U(n+1) generalization of the q-Chu-Vander-
monde summation theorem). Let b, c and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, let
Ni be nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none
of the denominators in (5.35) vanishes. Then
{bN1+ } } } +Nn ‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi
(cb) qNn&Ni+Ni= (5.35a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
_(b)y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
i=1 _\
xn
xi
cqNn&Ni q y1+ } } } +yn&yi+Ni
\xnxi cqNn&Ni q y1+ } } } +yn&yi+yi&
_[q y1+2y2+ } } } +nyn]= . (5.35b)
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Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.26a),
simplify, and then let a  0 in Theorem 4.25. Alternatively, apply the
relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.26a), simplify, let b  0 in
Theorem 4.25, and then relabel a [ bqN1+ } } } +Nn&Nn. K
We also have
Theorem 5.36 (Second version of seventh U(n+1) generalization of the
q-Chu-Vandermonde summation theorem). Let b, c and x1 , ..., xn be
indeterminate, let Ni be nonnegative integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and
suppose that none of the denominators in (5.37) vanishes. Then
‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi
(cb) qNn&Ni+Ni (5.37a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
_(b)y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
i=1 _\
xn
xi
cqNn&Ni q y1+ } } } +yn&yi+Ni
\xnxi cqNn&Ni q y1+ } } } +yn&yi+yi&
__\cq
Nn
b +
y1+ } } } +yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&
__qe2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi+
yi
&= , (5.37b)
where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Proof. Apply the relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.26b),
simplify, and then let a   in Theorem 4.25. Alternatively, apply the
relation (4.12) to the appropriate factors in (4.26b), simplify, let b   in
Theorem 4.25, and then relabel a [ bqN1+ } } } +Nn&Nn. K
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The next part of this section deals with U(n+1) q-binomial theorems.
We first consider nonterminating U(n+1) q-binomial theorems. The first
of these is the consequence of Theorem 5.1 in
Theorem 5.38 (First nonterminating U(n+1) refinement of the q-bino-
mial theorem). Let a1 , ..., an and x1 , ..., xn and z be indeterminate, and let
n1. Suppose that none of the denominators in (5.39) vanishes, and that
0<|q|<1 and |z|<1. Then
(a1 } } } an z)
(z)
(5.39a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
as+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
_[q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn z y1+ } } } +yn]= . (5.39b)
Proof. Set b=c(a1 } } } anz) in Theorem 5.1, and then let c  0. K
Remark. This is the U(n+1) q-binomial theorem in Theorem 1.47 of
[54]. The n=1 case is Theorem 1.4.
Remark. Theorem 5.38 can also be obtained by taking c=a1 } } } anbz in
Theorem 5.1 and then letting b  0. Note that if n2, the c=a1 } } } anbz
and then a1  0, ..., an  0 case of Theorem 5.1 gives the an=b and
a1= } } } =an&1=0 case of Theorem 5.38.
Remark. The as=q for s=1, 2, ..., n case of Theorem 5.38 gives an
elegant expansion of 1(z)n .
The other two nonterminating U(n+1) q-binomial theorems follow from
Theorem 5.6. The first is
Theorem 5.40 (Second nonterminating U(n+1) refinement of the
q-binomial theorem). Let a, z and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and let n1.
Suppose that none of the denominators in (5.41) vanishes, and that
0<|q|<1 and |z|<|x1 } } } xn | |xm |&n |q| (n&1)2, for m=1, 2, ..., n. Then
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(z)&1 ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
az+ (5.41a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
a+yi
_[z y1+ } } } +yn q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn]
_[(&1)(n&1)( y1+ } } } +yn) q
(n&1)[( y12 )+ } } } +(
yn
2 )]]
__q&e2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1
(xi)nyi&( y1+ } } } +yn)&= , (5.41b)
where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Proof. Set b=c(az) in Theorem 5.6, and then let c  0. Alternatively,
set c=abz in Theorem 5.6, and then let b  0. K
Remark. The n=1 case is Theorem 1.4.
Remark. The a=0 case of (5.41a) equals the a1 } } } an=0 case of
(5.39a). Thus, these cases of the corresponding sums in (5.39b) and (5.41b)
are also equal.
The second is
Theorem 5.42 (Third nonterminating U(n+1) refinement of the q-bino-
mial theorem). Let b, z and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and let n1.
Suppose that none of the denominators in (5.43) vanishes, and that 0<
|q|<1 and |z|<|x1 } } } xn | |xm | &n |q| (n&1)2, for m=1, 2, ..., n. Then
(bz)
(z)
(5.43a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
(b)y1+ } } } +yn
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_[z y1+ } } } +yn q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn]
_[(&1)(n&1)( y1+ } } } +yn) q
(n&1)[( y12 ) + } } } +(
yn
2 )]]
__q&e2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1
(xi)nyi&( y1+ } } } +yn)&= , (5.43b)
where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Proof. Set c=abz in Theorem 5.6, and then let a  0. K
Remark. The n=1 case is Theorem 1.4.
The terminating U(n+1) q-binomial theorems are a consequence of
Theorems 5.12, 5.20, 5.32, and 5.38.
We start with the terminating case of Theorem 5.38 given by
Theorem 5.44 (First terminating U(n+1) refinement of the q-binomial
theorem). Let x1 , ..., xn and z be indeterminate, let Ni be nonnegative
integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none of the
denominators in (5.45) vanishes. Then
(zq&(N1+ } } } +Nn))N1+ } } } +Nn (5.45a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
_[q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn z y1+ } } } +yn]= . (5.45b)
Proof. Set ai=q&Ni, for i=1, 2, ..., n, in Theorem 5.38, and then use
analytic continuation. K
Remark. This terminating U(n+1) q-binomial theorem was utilized in
93 and 94 of [54] to prove the Macdonald identities for A (1)n .
We next find that Theorem 5.12 gives
Theorem 5.46 (Second terminating U(n+1) refinement of the q-bino-
mial theorem). Let x1 , ..., xn and z be indeterminate, let Ni be nonnegative
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integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none of the
denominators in (5.47) vanishes. Then
‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
zq&(N1+ } } } +Nn)+Ni (5.47a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
__q&e2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn+
yi
& [q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn z y1+ } } } +yn]= ,
(5.47b)
where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Proof. Set b=cqN1+ } } } +Nnz in Theorem 5.12, and then let c  0. K
Theorem 5.32 gives
Theorem 5.48 (Third terminating U(n+1) refinement of the q-binomial
theorem). Let x1 , ..., xn and z be indeterminate, let Ni be nonnegative
integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none of the
denominators in (5.49) vanishes. Then
‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi
zq&Ni+Ni (5.49a)
= :
i=1, 2, ..., n
0 yiNi { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
__qe2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi+
yi
& [q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn z y1+ } } } +yn]= ,
(5.49b)
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where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Proof. Set b=cqN1+ } } } +Nnz in Theorem 5.32, and then let c  0. Alter-
natively, set b=cqNnz in Theorem 5.36, and then let c  0. K
Remark. Theorem 5.48 is the terminating case, in which ai=q&Ni, for
i=1, 2, ..., n, of the nonterminating Cn q-binomial theorem in Theorem 4.16
of [67].
Remark. Setting z=(cb) qNn in (5.49a) gives (5.37a). Thus, this case of
(5.49b) equals (5.37b). Note that we have the same evaluation point in
each of the resulting sums.
Theorems 5.44 and 5.46 are also consequences of Theorems 5.16 and
5.28, respectively. Just set b=cqN1+ } } } +Nn z, and then let c  0.
We next find that Theorem 5.20 gives
Theorem 5.50 (Fourth terminating U(n+1) refinement of the q-bino-
mial theorem). Let x1 , ..., xn and z be indeterminate, let N be a nonnegative
integer, let n1, and suppose that none of the denominators in (5.51)
vanishes. Then
(zq&N)N (5.51a)
= :
0y1+ } } } +ynN
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
__(q&N)y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
&
_[(&1)(n&1)( y1+ } } } +yn) q
(n&1)[( y12 )+ } } } +(
yn
2 )]]
__q&e2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1
(xi)nyi&( y1+ } } } +yn)&
_[q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn z y1+ } } } +yn]= , (5.51b)
where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
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Proof. Set b=cqNz in Theorem 5.20, and then let c  0. K
Remark. This is the b=q&N case of Theorem 5.42.
In Section 6 we find that inverting the base q in (5.51) yields
Theorem 5.52 (Second version of fourth terminating U(n+1) refinement
of the q-binomial theorem). Let x1 , ..., xn and z be indeterminate, let N be
a nonnegative integer, let n1, and suppose that none of the denominators
in (5.53) vanishes. Then
(zq&N)N (5.53a)
= :
0y1+ } } } +ynN
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs &
__(q&N)y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
&
_[q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn z y1+ } } } +yn]= . (5.53b)
Remark. The product sides of each of Theorems 5.38, 5.42, 5.44, 5.50,
and 5.52 can be expanded in powers of z by the q binomial theorem in
Theorem 1.4. Several identities from [54, 61, 64] then follow by equating
coefficients of the same power of z in each of these resulting identities.
We end this section with some U(n+1) Cauchy identities that are
consequences of Theorems 5.1 and 5.6.
We start with
Theorem 5.54. Let a1 , ..., an and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and let
n1. Suppose that none of the denominators in (5.55) vanishes, and that
0<|q|<1 and 0<|a1a2 } } } an |. Then
‘
n
i=1
(xiai)
(xi)
(5.55a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
as+yr
\q xrxs+yr& ‘
n
i=1
(xi)&1yi
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_[(a1 } } } an)&( y1+ } } } +yn) q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn]
__(&1) y1+ } } } +yn q[(
y1
2 ) + } } } +(
yn
2 )] ‘
n
i=1
x yii &= . (5.55b)
Proof. Let c=xn in Theorem 5.1. The convergence condition becomes
0<|q|<1 and |xn |<|a1 } } } an b|. This condition is satisfied if |b| is suf-
ficiently large, as long as 0<|a1 } } } an |. Letting b   now gives (5.55). K
Taking the limit a1 , ..., an   in (5.55) yields
Theorem 5.56 (U(n+1) Cauchy identity). Let x1 , ..., xn be indeter-
minate, and let n1. Suppose that none of the denominators in (5.57)
vanishes, and that 0<|q|<1. Then
‘
n
i=1
(xi)&1 (5.57a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
‘
n
i=1
(xi)&1yi
_[q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn q
(n+1)[( y12 ) + } } } +(
yn
2 )]]
__(&1)(n+1)( y1+ } } } +yn) ‘
n
i=1
(xi)(n+1) yi&( y1+ } } } +yn)&= . (5.57b)
Remark. The n=1 case of (5.57) is the classical Cauchy identity in
Corollary 2.6 of [6, pp. 20]. Schur function expansions of the product in
(5.57a) are immediate consequences of the identities in [51, pp. 33].
We next consider the special limiting case of Theorem 5.6 in
Theorem 5.58. Let b, and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and n1. Suppose
that none of the denominators in (5.59) vanishes, and that 0<|q|<1 and
0<|x1 } } } xn |. Then
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‘
n
i=1
(xib)
(xi)
(5.59a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
_(b)y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
i=1
(xi)&1yi
_[(1b) y1+ } } } +yn q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn]
_[(&1)n( y1+ } } } +yn) q
n[( y12 ) + } } } +(
yn
2 )]]
__q&e2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1
(xi)(n+1) yi&( y1+ } } } +yn)&= , (5.59b)
where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Proof. Let c=xn in Theorem 5.6. The convergence condition becomes
0<|q|<1 and |xnab|<|x1 } } } xn | |xm |&n |q| (n&1)2, for m=1, 2, ..., n. This
condition is satisfied if |a| is sufficiently large, as long as 0<|q|<1 and
0<|x1 } } } xn |. Letting a   now gives (5.59). K
Remark. Letting b   in (5.59) gives Theorem 5.56.
It is clear that the ai=b case of (5.55a) equals (5.59a). Equating the
corresponding sums in (5.55b) and (5.59b) immediately gives
Corollary 5.60. Let b and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and let n1.
Suppose that none of the denominators in (5.61) vanishes, and that 0<
|q|<1, 0<|b|, and 0<|x1 } } } xn |. Then
:
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
b+yr
\q xrxs+yr& ‘
n
i=1
(xi)&1yi
_[b&n( y1+ } } } +yn)q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn]
__(&1) y1+ } } } +yn q[(
y1
2 ) + } } } +(
yn
2 )] ‘
n
i=1
x yii &= (5.61a)
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= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
_(b)y1+ } } } +yn ‘
n
i=1
(xi)&1yi
_[(1b) y1+ } } } +yn q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn]
_[(&1)n( y1+ } } } +yn) q
n[( y12 ) + } } } +(
yn
2 )]]
__q&e2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1
(xi)(n+1) yi&( y1+ } } } +yn)&= , (5.61b)
where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Remark. If we set b=q&N, then both sides of (5.61) terminate. The
resulting sum in (5.61a) is over a square, and (5.61b) is over a triangle.
Finally, for n2, we also have a different U(n+1) Cauchy identity than
Theorem 5.56. Motivated by Theorem 5.48, we look at the nonterminating
Cn q-binomial theorem in Theorem 4.16 of [67]. Take z=1xn , let
xk [ 1xk , for k=1, 2, ..., n, and then let ak  0, for k=1, 2, ..., n. We
obtain
Theorem 5.62. Let x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and let n2. Suppose
that none of the denominators in (5.63) vanishes, and that 0<|q|<1. Then
‘
n
i=1
(xi)&1 (5.63a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr& ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
__q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn qe2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1
x yii &= , (5.63b)
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where e2( y1 , ..., yn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[ y1 , ..., yn].
Remark. It would be quite instructive to see how to transform (5.63b)
into the Schur function expansion in the xn+1=xn+2= } } } =0 case of
equation (2.41) of [61].
6. INVERTING THE BASE q OR REVERSING THE ORDER
OF SUMMATION
The classical terminating balanced 3,2 summation in Theorem 1.8 is
invariant under inverting the base q. That is, (1.9) is transformed back into
itself if we first apply
(A; q)n=(A&1; q&1)n (&A)n q
( n2) (6.1)
to all q-rising factorials (A; q)m in both sides of (1.9), simplify, and
then replace each parameter, including q, in the resulting identity by its
reciprocal.
Theorem 1.8 is also invariant under reversing the order of summation.
That is, if the k th term in the sum in (1.9) is replaced by the (n&k)th term,
and the resulting terms are transformed by means of
(A)N&n=q&Nn(&A)&n q
( n+12 )(A)N (q1&NA)&1n , (6.2)
we then obtain after some simplification and the relabeling of parameters
by
a [ c&1q1&n, b [ cab, c [ a&1q1&n,
an identity identical to (1.9).
A similar analysis applies to the classical terminating summations in
Theorem 6.3 (Classical q-Chu-Vandermonde Sums).
2,1 _b, q
&n; q, q
c &=bn
(cb)n
(c)n
, (6.4)
and
2,1 _b, q
&n; q, cqnb
c &=
(cb)n
(c)n
, (6.5)
where n=0, 1, ... .
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It is well known [35; pp. 11] that either inverting the base q or reversing
the order of summation transforms (6.4) into (6.5), and vice-versa.
The terminating classical q-binomial theorem in
(zq&n)n= :
n
k=0
(q&n)k
(q)k
zk (6.6)
is also invariant under either inverting the base q or reversing the order of
summation.
In this section we extend the above analysis involving Theorems 1.8 and
6.3, as well as equation (6.6), to the corresponding U(n+1) terminating
summation theorems in Section 4 and Section 5. Verifying these symmetries
also enables us to double-check the summation theorems in Section 4 and
Section 5, since we then obtain a given identity in several different ways.
Inverting the base q in U(n+1) multiple basic hypergeometric series is
similar to the classical U(2) case. In addition to applying (6.1) to all
q-rising factorials (A; q)m , we also utilize
‘
1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs &= ‘1r<sn _
1&
xs
xr
q ys&yr
1&
xs
xr & ‘
n
i=1
q(n&2i+1) yi (6.7)
in the sum side of our U(n+1) terminating summation theorems. We then
simplify the resulting identity before replacing each parameter, including q
and x1 , ..., xn , by its reciprocal.
On the other hand, reversing the order of summation in U(n+1) ter-
minating series, in which 0 yiNi for i=1, 2, ..., n, is also similar to the
classical U(2) case. We first replace yi by Ni& yi , for i=1, 2, ..., n. This just
permutes the terms of the series. We then apply (6.2) and carry out a
significant amount of elementary termwise simplification. In the event that
we start with a U(n+1) terminating summation theorem in Section 4 and
Section 5, we also relabel the parameters, including x1 , ..., xn .
We begin by inverting the base q in the U(n+1) terminating balanced
3,2 summations in Section 4. This analysis is summarized in
Theorem 6.8. Applying the relations (6.1) and (6.7) to the identities
(4.2), (4.16), (4.19), (4.23), (4.26), simplifying termwise, and then replacing
each parameter, including q and x1 , ..., xn , by its reciprocal, transforms each
of these identities back into itself. That is, each of Theorems 4.1, 4.15, 4.18,
4.22, 4.25 is invariant under inverting the base q.
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Proof. Consider Theorem 4.1. Apply (6.7) to the first product in (4.2b),
and use (6.1) to rewrite all of the q-rising factorials (A; q)m in both (4.2a)
and (4.2b). Do some routine simplifications and then replace a, b, c,
x1 , ..., xn , and q by a&1, b&1, c&1, x&11 , ..., x
&1
n , and q
&1, respectively. We
obtain (4.2) back again.
The proofs of the other cases are similar. K
Remark. In Section 6 of [62] we also showed that Theorem 4.18 is
invariant under inverting the base q. However, we used very different nota-
tion.
We next reverse the order of summation in the U(n+1) terminating
balanced 3,2 summations in Section 4. This analysis is simplified by the
following two lemmas.
The first is given by
Lemma 6.9. Let x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, let Ni and yi be nonnegative
integers for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none of the
denominators in (6.10) vanishes. Then
‘
1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qNr&Ns q ys&yr
1&
xr
xs & (6.10a)
= ‘
1r<sn _
1&
xs
xr
qNs&Nr q yr&ys
1&
xs
xr
qNs&Nr & ‘ni=1 q(2i&n&1) yi (6.10b)
_ ‘
1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qNr&Ns
1&
xr
xs & . (6.10c)
The second is
Lemma 6.11. Let x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, let Ni be nonnegative integers
for i=1, 2, ..., n with n1, and suppose that none of the denominators in
(6.12) vanishes. Then
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(&1)N1+ } } } +Nn q
&( N1+ } } } +Nn2 )q&(N1+2N2+ } } } nNn) (6.12a)
= ‘
1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qNr&Ns
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+Nr
\q xrxs+Nr & . (6.12b)
Proof. It is immediate that
‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+Nr
\q xrxs+Nr &
= ‘
1r<sn _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+Nr
\q xrxs+Nr
\xsxr q&Nr+Ns
\q xsxr+Ns & ‘
n
i=1
(q&Ni)Ni
(q)Ni
. (6.13)
Next, applying the relation
(A)n=(&A)n q
( n2)(A&1q1&n)n , (6.14)
we have
‘
n
i=1
(q&Ni)Ni
(q)Ni
=(&1)N1+ } } } +Nn q&(N1+ } } } +Nn)q
&[( N12 ) + } } } +(
Nn
2 )], (6.15)
and
‘
1r<sn _\
xs
xr
q&Nr+Ns
\q xsxr+Ns &
= ‘
1r<sn _\
xr
xs
q1+Nr&Ns+Ns
\xrxs q&Ns+Ns & q&(N2+2N3+ } } } +(n&1) Nn)q&e2(N1 , ..., Nn),
(6.16)
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where e2(N1 , ..., Nn) is the second elementary symmetric frunction of
[N1 , ..., Nn].
Equation (6.12) now follows from (6.13)(6.16), once we observe that
1=
\xrxs q&Ns+1+Nr+Ns
\xrxs q&Ns+1+Nr+Ns
=
\xrxs q&Ns+Nr \1&
xr
xs
qNr&Ns+\xrxs q1+Nr&Ns+Ns
\xrxs q&Ns+Ns \1&
xr
xs+\q
xr
xs+Nr
. K
Keeping in mind Lemmas 6.9 and 6.11, we see that reversing the order
of summation in the identities in Section 4 and Section 5 consists of the
steps in
Definition 6.17 (U(n+1) reversing the order of summation). First,
replace yi by Ni& yi , for i=1, 2, ..., n, in the sum side of the summation
theorem. Apply (6.2) and (6.10), followed by (6.12), to the resulting sum
side. Move all remaining factors independent of [ y1 , ..., yn], except those
in (6.10b), to the product side. Utilize (6.14) to simplify the resulting
product side.
We are now ready to state
Theorem 6.18. Each of Theorems 4.1 and 4.18 is invariant under
reversing the order of summation as in Definition 6.17, and then suitably
relabelling the parameters. In the case of Theorem 4.1 we take
a [ c&1q1&Nn, b [ cab, c [ a&1q1&Nn,
(6.19)
xi [ x&1i q
&Ni, for i=1, 2, ..., n,
and for Theorem 4.18 we have
a [ c&1q1&Nn, b [ (cab) qN1+ } } } +Nn&1, c [ a&1q1&Nn,
(6.20)
xi [ x&1i q
&Ni, for i=1, 2, ..., n.
On the other hand, Theorem 4.22 is transformed into Theorem 4.25 by first
reversing the order of summation in (4.23) as in Definition 6.17, and then
relabelling the parameters by
a [ (cab) qN1+ } } } +Nn&1, b [ c&1q1&(N1+ } } } +Nn),
(6.21)
c [ b&1q1&(N1+ } } } +Nn), xi [ x&1i q
&Ni, for i=1, 2, ..., n.
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Proof. A long elementary calculation, as outlined in Definition 6.17,
followed by the relabelling of parameters in (6.19), (6.20), or (6.21) estab-
lishes each case of the Theorem. Once we have replaced yi by Ni& yi , in
(4.2b), (4.19b), and (4.23b), respectively, the rest of the analysis goes
through termwise.
Note that in deriving Theorem 4.25 from Theorem 4.22, we also needed
to apply (6.14) to the q-rising factorials in
‘
n
i=1 \
xn
xi
bqN1+ } } } +Nn&Niq yi&( y1+ } } } + yn)+Ni . K (6.22)
Remark. In Section 6 of [62] we also showed that Theorem 4.18 is
invariant under reversing the order of summation and then relabelling the
parameters as in (6.20). However, we used very different notation.
We next consider the U(n+1) q-Chu-Vandermonde summation
theorems in Section 5.
We first have
Theorem 6.23. The following U(n+1) q-Chu-Vandermonde summation
theorems are transformed into each other by first applying (6.1) and (6.7) to
invert the base q, and then replacing each parameter, including q and
x1 , ..., xn , by its reciprocal. Theorem 5.m is transformed into Theorem
5.m+2, and vice-versa, for m=10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, 34.
Proof. The analysis is similar to that of Theorem 6.8. K
Remark. In Section 4 of [56] we also inverted the base q in Theorem
5.16 to obtain Theorem 5.14. The notation was very different.
We next have
Theorem 6.24. The following U(n+1) q-Chu-Vandermonde summation
theorems are transformed into each other by first reversing the order of sum-
mation as in Definition 6.17, and then relabelling the parameters as indicated.
Theorems 5.10 and 5.12 are transformed into Theorems 5.32 and 5.30, respec-
tively. In this case we need
b [ c&1q1&(N1+ } } } +Nn), c [ b&1q1&Nn,
(6.25)
xi [ x&1i q
&Ni, for i=1, 2, ..., n.
Theorems 5.26 and 5.28 are transformed into Theorems 5.36 and 5.34, respec-
tively. This case requires that
b [ c&1q1&(N1+ } } } +Nn), c [ b&1q1&(N1+ } } } +Nn),
(6.26)
xi [ x&1i q
&Ni, for i=1, 2, ..., n.
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Finally, Theorem 5.14 is transformed into Theorem 5.16. Here, we need
b [ c&1q1&Nn, c [ b&1q1&Nn,
(6.27)
xi [ x&1i q
&Ni, for i=1, 2, ..., n.
Proof. The analysis is similar to that of Theorem 6.18.
Note that in the case of transforming Theorems 5.12 and 5.28 we utilize
the identity
e2(N1& y1 , ..., Nn& yn)=e2(N1 , ..., Nn)+e2( y1 , ..., yn)
&(N1+ } } } +Nn)( y1+ } } } + yn)
+(N1 y1+ } } } +Nn yn). K (6.28)
Remark. In Section 6 of [62] we also reversed the order of summation
in Theorem 5.16 to obtain Theorem 5.14. Again, the notation was quite
different.
We now examine the terminating U(n+1) q-binomial theorems of
Section 5.
We start with
Theorem 6.29. The following U(n+1) q-binomial theorems are trans-
formed into each other by first applying (6.1) and (6.7) to invert the base q,
and then relabelling the parameters as indicated. Theorem 5.46 is transformed
into Theorem 5.48, and Theorem 5.44 is invariant. Both of these cases require
q [ q&1, z [ zq&1&(N1+ } } } +Nn),
(6.30)
xi [ x&1i , for i=1, 2, ..., n.
Theorem 5.50 is transformed into Theorem 5.52. In this case we need
q [ q&1, z [ zq&1&N,
(6.31)
xi [ x&1i , for i=1, 2, ..., n.
Proof. The analysis is similar to that of Theorem 6.8. K
We next have
Theorem 6.32. Each of Theorems 5.44, 5.46, and 5.48 is invariant under
reversing the order of summation as in Definition 6.17, and then suitably
relabelling the parameters. In each case we take
xi [ x&1i q
&Ni, for i=1, 2, ..., n, (6.33a)
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and then require that
z [ z&1q1+(N1+ } } } +Nn), z [ z&1q1+2(N1+ } } } +Nn)&Nn,
(6.33b)
z [ z&1q1+Nn,
respectively.
Proof. The analysis is similar to that of Theorem 6.18.
Note that we also utilize (6.28) in the case of transforming Theorems 5.46
and 5.48. K
7. CONNECTIONS WITH BASIC
LAURICELLA (OR APPELL) FUNCTIONS
In this section we first utilize techniques from [54] to derive two simpler
U(n+1) generalizations of the q-Gauss summation theorem. A special
limiting case of one of these results is Andrews’ [5; Corollary 5.6] q-Gauss
summation for the basic Lauricella function 8D . We then define a U(n+1)
generalization of the basic Lauricella (or Appell) functions 8A , 8B , 8C ,
8D of [3, 5, 78], and recover a q-Gauss summation theorem for the
U(n+1) extension of 8D .
The analysis in [54] relied upon
Theorem 7.1. Let a1 , ..., an and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and let n1.
Suppose that none of the denominators in (7.2) vanishes. Then
(a1 a2 } } } an)m
(q)m
(7.2a)
= :
y1+ } } } +yn=m
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
as+yr
\q xrxs+yr& q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn= . (7.2b)
Remark. This is Theorem 1.49 of [54]. It is proven by means of
q-difference equation arguments and the theory of symmetric functions.
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It is not hard to see from (7.2) that summing over the diagonals
[ y1 , ..., yn0 such that y1+ } } } + yn=m] from m=0 to m=N
immediately gives
Lemma 7.3. Let a1 , ..., an and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, let N be a non-
negative integer, let n1, and suppose that none of the denominators in (7.4)
vanishes. Then, if f (m) is an arbitrary function of nonnegative integers m, we
have
:
N
m=0
(a1a2 } } } an)m
(q)m
} f (m) (7.4a)
= :
0y1+ } } } +ynN
y1 , ..., yn0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
as+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
_[q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn } f ( y1+ } } } + yn)]= . (7.4b)
Remark. The nonterminating U(n+1) refinement of the q-binomial
theorem in Theorem 5.38 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 7.3. Just
take f (m)=zm, let N  , and appeal to Theorem 1.4 to sum (7.4a). This
was the proof of Theorem 5.38 in [54]. Many other applications of Lemma
7.3 are possible by choosing f (m) so that (7.4a), with perhaps N  , is
summable by a suitable classical, 1-dimensional summation theorem from
[35]. This may also involve either taking ai=q&Ni, for i=1, 2, ..., n, or
setting some or all of the a1 , a2 , ..., an equal to 0. Similar identities can be
obtained by replacing Lemma 7.1 by Theorem 1.26 of [55].
Remark. Theorem 7.1 has applications in [21, 54, 55, 61, 64]. In [54],
Theorem 7.1, by means of Theorem 5.38, is used to give an alternate proof
of the Macdonald identities for An . On the other hand, the U(n+1)
terminating very-well-poised 6,5 summation in Theorem 2.1 is deduced in
[55] from Theorem 7.1. This suggests that even simple identities arising
from (7.4), for various choices of f (m), can have interesting consequences.
Remark. It is sometimes useful to observe that if a1a2 } } } an=0, then
(7.4a) becomes
:
N
m=0
f (m)
(q)m
, (7.5)
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which is independent of both x1 , ..., xn and a1 , ..., an . For example, consider
a1= } } } =an&1=0, an{0, and n2.
We now obtain the simpler U(n+1) q-Gauss summation theorems. We
first have
Theorem 7.6 (Third U(n+1) generalization of the q-Gauss summation
theorem). Let a1 , ..., an , b, c and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and let n1.
Suppose that none of the denominators in (7.7) vanishes, and that 0<|q|<1
and |c|<|a1a2 } } } an b|. Then
(cb) (c(a1 } } } an))
(c) (c(a1 } } } an b))
(7.7a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qyr&ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
as+yr
\q xrxs+yr&
(b)y1+ } } } +yn
(c)y1+ } } } +yn
__\ ca1 } } } anb+
y1+ } } } +yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&= . (7.7b)
Proof. Let f (m) in Lemma 7.3 be given by
f (m) :=
(b)m
(c)m \
c
a1 } } } an b+
m
, (7.8)
let N  , assume that |c|<|a1a2 } } } anb|, and use Theorem 1.6 to sum
(7.4a). K
Remark. Note that the evaluation point in (7.7b) is the same as in
(5.2b).
Remark. Theorem 7.6 can be terminated by taking either b=q&N or
letting ai=q&Ni, for i=1, 2, ..., n, to obtain two U(n+1) generalizations of
the q-Chu-Vandermonde summation theorem.
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We next have
Theorem 7.9 (Fourth U(n+1) generalization of the q-Gauss summation
theorem). Let a, b, c and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and let n1. Suppose
that none of the denominators in (7.10) vanishes, and that 0<|q|<1 and
|c|<|ab|. Then
(ca) (cb)
(c) (cab)
(7.10a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qyr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
yr
__
(a)y1+ } } } +yn (b)y1+ } } } +yn
(c)y1+ } } } +yn &
__\ cab+
y1+ } } } +yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&= . (7.10b)
Proof. Let a1= } } } =an=0 in Lemma 7.3, let N  , let f (m) be given
by
f (m) :=
(a)m (b)m
(c)m \
c
ab+
m
, (7.11)
with |c|<|ab|, and use Theorem 1.6 to sum (7.4a). K
Remark. Theorem 7.9 illustrates how the product side of a classical,
1-dimensional summation theorem can always be expressed as a simple
U(n+1) type of multiple sum. Note that (7.10a) is independent of n.
Remark. Theorem 7.9 can be terminated by taking either a=q&N or
b=q&N to obtain a U(n+1) generalizations of the q-Chu-Vandermonde
summation theorem.
The special limiting case of Theorem 7.6 in which
xi [ wixi , for i=1, 2, ..., n, and then w  , (7.12)
is given by
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Corollary 7.13. Let a1 , ..., an , b, c be indeterminate, and let n1.
Suppose that none of the denominators in (7.14) vanishes, and that
0<|q|<1 and |c|<|a1 } } } anb|. Then
(cb) (c(a1 } } } an))
(c) (c(a1 } } } anb))
(7.14a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0
{‘
n
i=1 _
(ai)yi
(q)yi&
(b)y1+ } } } +yn
(c)y1+ } } } +yn
__\cb+
y1+ } } } +yn
‘
n
i=1
(aiai+1 } } } an)&yi&= . (7.14b)
Similarly, the (7.12) and N   case of Lemma 7.3 is given by
Lemma 7.15. Let a1 , ..., an be indeterminate, let n1, and suppose that
none of the denominators in (7.16) vanishes. Then, if f (m) is any function of
nonnegative integers m so that all sums converge, we have
:

m=0
(a1 a2 } } } an)m
(q)m
} f (m) (7.16a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0
{ f ( y1+ } } } + yn) ‘
n
i=1 _
(ai)yi
(q)yi& ‘
n
i=2
(a1 a2 } } } ai&1)yi= .
(7.16b)
Remark. Lemma 7.15 is analogous to Theorem 5 of [5; pp. 207] which
expresses the n-variable basic Lauricella (or Appell) function 8D as a
general basic hypergeometric series n+1,n multiplied by a quotient
involving 2n+2 infinite products of the form (:) .
Remark. The special limiting case in (7.12) transforms summation
theorems for U(n+1) multiple basic hypergeometric series into summation
theorems for much simpler series, without the parameters x1 , ..., xn . The
quotient of Vandermonde products
‘
1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qyr&ys
1&
xr
xs & (7.17)
becomes 1, and other products are greatly simplified. The resulting multiple
series are often products of classical, 1-dimensional sums, each of which
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can be summed by Theorems 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, or 1.10. For example, the sum
(5.2b) in Theorem 5.1 becomes the product of n single sums, where (n&1)
of them are summed by Theorem 1.4, and the last one is summed by
Theorem 1.6. On the other hand, as in Corollary 7.13, we sometimes get
classical basic Lauricella (or Appell) functions [3, 5, 78]. Additional
analogs of basic Appell function summation theorems can be obtained by
taking the (7.12) special limiting case of a number of the summation
theorems in Sections 2, 4, and 5.
Corollary 7.13 is equivalent to Andrews’ [5; Corollary 5.6] q-Gauss
summation for the basic Lauricella (or Appell) function 8D , from [3;
pp. 621] and [5; pp. 207], where
8D[a; b1 , ..., bn ; c; x1 , ..., xn] (7.18a)
:= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0
{‘
n
i=1 _
(bi)yi
(q)yi&
(a)y1+ } } } +yn
(c)y1+ } } } +yn
‘
n
i=1
(xi) yi= . (7.18b)
Andrews’ q-Gauss summation for 8D is
(ca) (axn)
(c) (xn)
(7.19a)
=8D _a; b, cabx2 ,
x2
x3
,
x3
x4
, ...,
xn&1
xn
; c;
c
ab
, x2 , ..., xn& . (7.19b)
By using 8D in (7.18), Corollary 7.13 becomes
(cb) (c(a1 } } } an))
(c) (c(a1 } } } an b))
(7.20a)
=8D _b; a1 , ..., an ; c; ca1a2 } } } anb ,
c
a2a3 } } } anb
, ...,
c
anb& . (7.20b)
To see why (7.19) and (7.20) are equivalent, first note
Lemma 7.21. Let 8D be defined as in (7.18) and _ be any permutation of
[1, ..., n]. Then
8D[a; b1 , ..., bn ; c; x1 , ..., xn] (7.22a)
=8D[a; b_(1) , ..., b_(n) ; c; x_(1) , ..., x_(n)]. (7.22b)
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Proof. Let F( y1 , ..., yn) be the general term in (7.18b). It is clear that
:
y1 , ..., yn0
F( y1 , ..., yn)= :
y_&1(1) , ..., y_&1(n)0
F( y_&1(1) , ..., y_&1(n))
= :
y1 , ..., yn0
F( y_&1(1) , ..., y_&1(n)). (7.23)
Then, just observe that
(a)y1+ } } } +yn
(q)y1 } } } (q)yn (c)y1+ } } } +yn
(7.24)
is a symmetric function of [ y1 , ..., yn] and that
‘
n
i=1
[(bi)y_&1(i) (xi)
y_&1(i)]= ‘
n
i=1
[(b_(i))yi (x_(i))
yi]. K (7.25)
It is immediate from the _(k)=n+1&k case of Lemma 7.21 that (7.20)
is equivalent to
(cb) (c(a1 } } } an))
(c) (c(a1 } } } anb))
(7.26a)
=8D _b; an , an&1 , ..., a1 ; c; canb ,
c
an&1anb
, ...,
c
a1 a2 } } } anb& . (7.26b)
Finally, (7.19) and (7.26) are equivalent. To transform (7.19) into (7.26),
make the substitutions:
a [ b, b [ an , c [ c, (7.27a)
and
xk [
c
an+1&kan+2&k } } } an&1anb
, for k=2, 3, ..., n. (7.27b)
To transform (7.26) back into (7.19), make the substitutions:
b [ a, c [ c, an [ b, an&1 [
c
abx2
, (7.28a)
and
an&k [
xk
xk+1
, for k=2, 3, ..., n&1. (7.28b)
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This finishes the proof that (7.19) and (7.20) are equivalent.
Equation (7.18) and Theorem 7.6 motivate the U(n+1) extension of
8D in
Definition 7.29 (U(n+1) 8D basic Lauricella function). Let
a, c, b1 , ..., bn and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, z1 , ..., zn be power series
variables, and let n1. Suppose that none of the denominators in (7.30)
vanishes, and that 0<|q|<1. Then
X8D[x1 , ..., xn ; a; b1 , ..., bn ; c; z1 , ..., zn] (7.30a)
:= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
bs+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
(a)y1+ } } } +yn
(c)y1+ } } } +yn
‘
n
i=1
(zi)yi= . (7.30b)
Theorem 7.6 then becomes
Corollary 7.31. Let a1 , ..., an , b, c and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and
let n1. Let 0<|q|<1 and |c|<|a1 } } } an b|. Then
(cb) (c(a1 } } } an))
(c) (c(a1 } } } anb))
(7.32a)
= X8D _x1 , ..., xn ; b; a1 , ..., an ; c; ca1 } } } anb ,
cq
a1 } } } anb
, ...,
cqn&1
a1 } } } anb& .
(7.32b)
For future reference, we write down a U(n+1) extension of the classical
basic Lauricella functions 8A , 8B , and 8C . We have
Definition 7.33 (U(n+1) 8A , 8B , 8C basic Lauricella functions). Let
a, b, c, a1 , ..., an , b1 , ..., bn , c1 , ..., cn and x1 , .., xn be indeterminate, z1 , ..., zn
be power series variables, and let n1. Suppose that none of the
denominators in (7.34), (7.35), or (7.36) vanishes, and that 0<|q|<1.
Then
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X8A[x1 , ..., xn ; a; b1 , ..., bn ; c1 , ..., cn ; z1 , ..., zn] (7.34a)
:= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _ \
xr
xs
bs+yr
\q xrxs+yr \
xr
xs
cs+yr& (a)y1+ } } } +yn
__‘
n
i=2 \
x (i&1)i
x1 x2 } } } xi&1+
yi
‘
n
i=1
(zi) yi&= ; (7.34b)
X8B[x1 , ..., xn ; a1 , ..., an ; b1 , ..., bn ; c; z1 , ..., zn] (7.35a)
:= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
as+yr \
xr
xs
bs+yr
\q xrxs+yr & (c)&1y1+ } } } +yn
__‘
n
i=2 \
x (i&1)i
x1 x2 } } } xi&1+
&yi
‘
n
i=1
(zi) yi&= ; (7.35b)
and
X8C[x1 , ..., xn ; a; b; c1 , ..., cn ; z1 , ..., zn] (7.36a)
:= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs &
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_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\q
xr
xs+yr \
xr
xs
cs+yr&
&1
[(a)y1+ } } } +yn (b)y1+ } } } +yn]
__‘
n
i=2 \
x (i&1)i
x1x2 } } } xi&1+
2yi
‘
n
i=1
(zi) yi&= ; (7.36b)
The special limiting case (7.12) of the X8A , X8B , X8C in Definition 7.33
gives a natural q-analog of the classical Lauricella functions in Eqs. (8.6.1),
(8.6.2), and (8.6.3) of [78; pp. 227228]. The 8D in (7.18) is the classical
q-analog of the FD in Eq. (8.6.4) of [78; pp. 228]. Ordinary (q=1) and
basic Lauricella (or Appell) functions of several variables have been
extensively studied in [3, 5, 6, 9, 15, 17, 44, 48, 52, 53, 78].
8. SPECIAL U(n+1) CLASSICAL BAILEY TRANSFORMS
Bailey [18, 19], Slater [76, 77, 78], and Andrews [7] showed that the
following result is a fundamental identity, special cases of which Rogers
[73, 75] used to prove the vast majority of his series-product identities:
Theorem 8.1 (Bailey). Let X, Y, Z be indeterminate, 0<|q|<1, and
A=[Ay] and B=[By] be sequences. Subject to suitable convergence
conditions
:

m=0
(Y )m (Z)m (XYZ)m Bm (8.2a)
=
(XY ) (XZ)
(X ) (XYZ)
:

m=0
(Y )m (Z)m (XYZ)m
(XY )m (XZ)m
Am , (8.2b)
where
Bm= :
m
r=0
Ar
(X )m+r (q)m&r
. (8.3)
Remark. Andrews states Theorem 8.1 in [7; pp. 10], and Slater in [78;
pp. 99] and [76; pp. 462]. Andrews [7] utilizes connection coefficient
theory and Corollary 1.17 to prove Theorem 8.1, while Slater [76] applies
Theorem 1.6 to sum the inner sum #n on one side of the classical Bailey
Transform in Eq. (1.2) of [76]. See Theorem 3.1 of [9; pp. 24] for a state-
ment and proof of the classical Bailey Transform. This classical Bailey
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Transform is an elegant application of interchanging the order of summa-
tion in a double sum. It is not the same as Theorem 3.3.
In this section we apply the U(n+1) q-Gauss summations in Theorems
5.1, 5.6, 7.6, 7.9, and an interchange of summation, to establish four
U(n+1) generalizations of Theorem 8.1. The first two coming from
Theorems 5.1 and 5.6 are ‘‘hard,’’ and the latter two from Theorems 7.6
and 7.9 are ‘‘easy.’’ The first of these results motivated the formulation and
applications of the U(n+1) Classical Bailey Transform in [68]. Our
proofs are essentially U(n+1) extensions of Slater’s [76] proof of Theo-
rem 8.1.
We first have
Theorem 8.4. Let X, Y, Z and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and let n1.
Suppose that A=[Ay] and B=[By] are sequences, and that 0<|q|<1.
Subject to suitable convergence conditions
:
k=1, 2, ..., n
mk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qmr&ms
1&
xr
xs &
__(Z)m1+ } } } +mn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
Y+mi& Bm1 , ..., mn
__\ XYZ+
m1+ } } } +mn
qm2+2m3+ } } } +(n&1) mn&
_[(&1)(n&1)(m1+ } } } +mn) q
(n&1)[( m12 )+ } } } +(
mn
2 )]]
__q&e2(m1 , ..., mn) ‘
n
i=1
(xi)nmi&(m1+ } } } +mn)&= (8.5a)
=
(XY )
(XYZ)
‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
XZ+
\xixn X+ & (8.5b)
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_ :
k=1, 2, ..., n
mk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qmr&ms
1&
xr
xs &
__(Z)m1+ } } } +mn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
Y+mi&
__(XY )&1m1+ } } } +mn ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
XZ+
&1
mi
& Am1 , ..., mn
__\ XYZ+
m1+ } } } +mn
qm2+2m3+ } } } +(n&1) mn&
_[(&1)(n&1)(m1+ } } } +mn) q
(n&1)[( m12 )+ } } } +(
mn
2 )]]
__q&e2(m1 , ..., mn) ‘
n
i=1
(xi)nmi&(m1+ } } } +mn)&= , (8.5c)
where e2(m1 , ..., mn) is the second elementary symmetric function of
[m1 , ..., mn], and
Bm= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
0 ykmk
{ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q yr&ys+
&1
mr&yr
‘
n
k=1 \
xk
xn
X+
&1
mk+( y1+ } } } +yn)
= Ay .
(8.6)
Proof. Substitute (8.6) into (8.5a), and utilize the interchange of
summation
:
k=1, 2, ..., n
mk0
:
k=1, 2, ..., n
0 ykmk
f (m; y)= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0
:
k=1, 2, ..., n
mkyk
f (m; y), (8.7)
where m :=(m1 , ..., mn) and y :=( y1 , ..., yn) are vectors of length n with
nonnegative integer components. In the resulting inner sum, shift the index
of summation to 0mk , for k=1, 2, ..., n, and in each term, replace mk by
mk+ yk , for k=1, 2, ..., n. Next, apply the following relations:
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1= ‘
1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys& (8.8a)
\xkxn X+mk+yk+( y1+ } } } +yn)=\
xk
xn
X+yk+( y1+ } } } +yn)
_\xkxn Xq yk+( y1+ } } } +yn)+mk (8.8b)
\xixn Y+mi+yi=\
xi
xn
Y+yi \
xi
xn
Yq yi+mi (8.8c)
(Z)(m1+ } } } +mn)+( y1+ } } } +yn)=(Z)y1+ } } } +yn (Zq
y1+ } } } +yn)m1+ } } } +mn (8.8d)
e2(m1+ y1 , ..., mn+ yn)=e2(m1 , ..., mn)+e2( y1 , ..., yn)
+(m1+ } } } +mn)( y1+ } } } + yn)
&(m1 y1+ } } } +mn yn) (8.8e)
\m1+ y12 ++ } } } +\
mn+ yn
2 +=_\
m1
2 ++ } } } +\
mn
2 +&
+_\y12 ++ } } } +\
yn
2 +&
+(m1 y1+ } } } +mn yn). (8.8f )
We obtain
:
k=1, 2, ..., n
yk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & Ay1 , ..., yn
__(Z)y1+ } } } +yn ‘ni=1 _ \
xi
xn
Y+yi
\xixn X+yi+( y1+ } } } +yn)&&
__\ XYZ+
y1+ } } } +yn
q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn&
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_[(&1)(n&1)( y1+ } } } +yn) q
(n&1)[( y12 ) + } } } +(
yn
2 )]]
__q&e2( y1 , ..., yn) ‘
n
i=1
(xi)nyi&( y1+ } } } +yn)&= (8.9a)
_ :
k=1, 2, ..., n
mk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys qmr&ms
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys & ‘nr, s=1 \q xrxs q yr&ys+&1mr
_(Zq y1+ } } } +yn)m1+ } } } +mn ‘
n
i=1 _ \
xi
xn
Yq yi+mi
\xixn Xq yi+( y1+ } } } + yn)+mi&
__\ XYZ+
m1+ } } } +mn
qm2+2m3+ } } } +(n&1) mn&
_[(&1)(n&1)(m1+ } } } +mn) q
(n&1)[( m12 ) + } } } +(
mn
2 )]]
__q&e2(m1 , ..., mn) ‘
n
i=1
(xiq yi)nmi&(m1+ } } } +mn)&= . (8.9b)
The inner multiple sum (8.9b) can be summed by Theorem 5.6 with
a [ Yq yn, b [ Zq y1+ } } } +yn, c [ Xq yn+( y1+ } } } +yn), (8.10a)
and
xi [ xi q yi, for i=1, 2, ..., n, (8.10b)
to give
{((XY ) q y1+ } } } +yn)(XYZ) ‘ni=1 \
xi
xn
X
Z
q yi+
\xixn Xq yi+( y1+ } } } +yn)+= . (8.11)
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The proof is completed by substituting (8.11) for (8.9b) and simplifying
by using the relations
\xixn X+=\
xi
xn
X+yi+( y1+ } } } +yn) \
xi
xn
Xq yi+( y1+ } } } +yn)+ , (8.12)
and
((XY ) q y1+ } } } +yn) ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
X
Z
q yi+ (8.13a)
=
(XY )
(XY )y1+ } } } +yn
‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
X
Z+
\xixn
X
Z+yi& . K (8.13b)
Remark. Equation (8.6) is the U(n+1) Bailey Pair in (3.6), with
a [ Xq.
We next have
Theorem 8.14. Let X, Y, Z1 , ..., Zn and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and
let n1. Suppose that A=[Ay] and B=[By] are sequences such that (8.6)
holds, and that 0<|q|<1. Subject to suitable convergence conditions
:
k=1, 2, ..., n
mk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qmr&ms
1&
xr
xs & Bm1 , ..., mn
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \
xr
xs
Zs+mr ‘
n
i=1 \
xi
xn
Y+mi
__\ XYZ1 } } } Zn+
m1+ } } } +mn
qm2+2m3+ } } } +(n&1) mn&= (8.15a)
=
(XY )
(XYZ1 } } } Zn)
‘
n
i=1 _\
xi
xn
XZi+
\xixn X+ & (8.15b)
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_ :
k=1, 2, ..., n
mk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qmr&ms
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 \
xr
xs
Zs+mr
__(XY )&1m1+ } } } +mn ‘ni=1 _ \
xi
xn
Y+mi
\xixn XZi+m1+ } } } +mn&&
__\ XYZ1 } } } Zn+
m1+ } } } +mn
qm2+2m3+ } } } +(n&1) mn& Am1 , ..., mn= . (8.15c)
Proof. The analysis is similar to the proof of Theorem 8.4, where the
inner multiple sum corresponding to (8.9b) is summed by the following
case of Theorem 5.1.
b [ Yq yn, c [ Xq yn+( y1+ } } } +yn), (8.16a)
as [ Zsq ys, for s=1, 2, ..., n, (8.16b)
and
xi [ xi q yi, for i=1, 2, ..., n. K (8.16c)
Remark. The n=1 case of Theorems 8.4 and 8.14 is Theorem 8.1. Both
Theorems 8.4 and 8.14 are also special, limiting cases of a general transfor-
mation in [60] of terminating U(n) multiple q-series which generalizes
Eq. (3.5) of [7].
The first of the simpler U(n+1) extensions of Theorem 8.1 is
Theorem 8.17. Let X, Y, Z1 , ..., Zn and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and
let n1. Suppose that A=[Ay] and B=[By] are sequences, and that
0<|q|<1. Subject to suitable convergence conditions
:
k=1, 2, ..., n
mk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qmr&ms
1&
xr
xs & Bm1 , ..., mn
__(Y )m1+ } } } +mn ‘
n
r, s=1 \
xr
xs
Zs+mr&
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__\ XYZ1 } } } Zn+
m1+ } } } +mn
qm2+2m3+ } } } +(n&1) mn&= (8.18a)
={(XY) (XZ1 } } } Zn)(XYZ1 } } } Zn) (X ) = (8.18b)
_ :
k=1, 2, ..., n
mk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qmr&ms
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 \
xr
xs
Zs+mr
__
(Y )m1+ } } } +mn
(XY )m1+ } } } +mn (XZ1 } } } Zn)m1+ } } } +mn& Am1 , ..., mn
__\ XYZ1 } } } Zn+
m1+ } } } +mn
qm2+2m3+ } } } +(n&1) mn&= , (8.18c)
where
Bm= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
0ykmk
{ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q yr&ys+
&1
mr&yr
(X )&1(m1+ } } } +mn)+( y1+ } } } +yn)= Ay .
(8.19)
Proof. The inner multiple sum corresponding to (8.9b) is summed by
the following case of Theorem 7.6.
b [ Yq y1+ } } } +yn, c [ Xq2( y1+ } } } +yn), (8.20a)
as [ Zsq ys, for s=1, 2, ..., n, (8.20b)
and
xi [ xi q yi, for i=1, 2, ..., n. K (8.20c)
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The second, and simplest, extension is
Theorem 8.21. Let X, Y, Z and x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, and let n1.
Suppose that A=[Ay] and B=[By] are sequences such that (8.19) holds,
and that 0<|q|<1. Subject to suitable convergence conditions
:
k=1, 2, ..., n
mk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qmr&ms
1&
xr
xs & Bm1 , ..., mn
_[(Y)m1+ } } } +mn (Z)m1+ } } } +mn]
__\ XYZ+
m1+ } } } +mn
qm2+2m3+ } } } +(n&1) mn&= (8.22a)
={(XY) (XZ)(XYZ) (X ) = (8.22b)
_ :
k=1, 2, ..., n
mk0 { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
qmr&ms
1&
xr
xs & Am1 , ..., mn
__
(Y )m1+ } } } +mn (Z)m1+ } } } +mn
(XY )m1+ } } } +mn (XZ)m1+ } } } +mn&
__\ XYZ+
m1+ } } } +mn
qm2+2m3+ } } } +(n&1) mn&= . (8.22c)
Proof. The inner multiple sum corresponding to (8.9b) is summed by
the following case of Theorem 7.9.
a [ Zq y1+ } } } +yn, b [ Yq y1+ } } } + yn, c [ Xq2( y1+ } } } +yn), (8.23a)
and
xi [ xi q yi, for i=1, 2, ..., n. K (8.23b)
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In the rest of this section we discuss the simpler U(n+1) Bailey Pair and
Transform corresponding to (8.19). These results are much closer to the
classical case than Section 3, but in view of the relationship between
Section 7 and the Macdonald identities, they may still have interesting
applications.
We start with
Definition 8.24 (M and M * for U(n+1)). Let a, x1 , ..., xn be indeter-
minate. Suppose that none of the denominators in (8.25) vanishes. Then let
M (i; j)#M (i; j; An) := ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q jr&js+
&1
ir&jr
(aq)&1(i1+ } } } +in)+( j1+ } } } +jn) ;
(8.25a)
and
M *(i; j)#M *(i; j; An) :=(1&aq2(i1+ } } } +in))(aq)(i1+ } } } +in)+( j1+ } } } +jn)&1
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q jr&js+
&1
ir&jr
(&1)(i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } +jn)
_q(
(i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } +jn)
2 ). (8.25b)
As in Theorem 3.3 we have
Theorem 8.26 (Simpler Bailey Transform for U(n+1)). Let M and
M * be defined as in (8.25), with rows and columns ordered lexicographically.
Then M and M * are inverse, infinite matrices, and M (i; j)=0=M *(i; j),
unless ik jk for k=1, 2, ..., n. That is, if ij then
‘
n
k=1
$(ik , jk)= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
jkykik
M (i; y) M *(y; j), (8.27)
where $(r, s)=1 if r=s, and 0 otherwise. Both sides of (8.27) are 0 if i<j
and the sum is over all possible y. Finally, M (i; j)=0=M *(i; j), if i<j.
Equation (8.25) motivates
Definition 8.28 (Simpler U(n+1) Bailey Pair). Let Nk0 be integers
for k=1, 2, ..., n. Let A=[Ay] and B=[By] be sequences. Let M and M *
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be as in (8.25). Then we say that A and B form a Simpler U(n+1) Bailey
Pair if
BN= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
0ykNk
M (N; y) Ay . (8.29)
Equation (8.29) is inverted by Theorem 8.26 to yield
Corollary 8.30 (Simpler U(n+1) Bailey Pair Inversion). Let
A=[Ay] and B=[By] form a Simpler U(n+1) Bailey Pair. Then (8.29)
holds for all nonnegative integers Nk with k=1, 2, ..., n if and only if the
following also holds:
AN= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
0ykNk
M *(N; y) By . (8.31)
The most elementary Simpler U(n+1) Bailey Pair satisfying (8.29) is
given by
BN1 , ..., Nn :=$N1+ } } } +Nn , 0 (8.32a)
and
AN1 , ..., Nn :=_ ‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+
&1
Nr
& (&1)N1+ } } } +Nn q(
N1+ } } } +Nn
2 )
__(1&aq
2(N1+ } } } +Nn))
(1&a)
(a)N1+ } } } +Nn& . (8.32b)
Note that (8.32b) is obtained by substituting (8.32a) into (8.31). The n=1
case of (8.32) is (1.19).
The proof of Theorem 8.26 is similar to that of Theorem 3.3.
Start with the (i; j) entry of MM*. Shifting the index of summation to
0 ykik& jk , replacing each yk by yk+ jk , appealing to (3.32) and
suitable cases of (A)n+m=(A)n (Aqn)m , we termwise transform the multiple
sum for MM*(i; j) into
{
(aq)2( j1+ } } } +jn)
(aq)(i1+ } } } +in)+( j1+ } } } +jn)
‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs
q jr&js+
&1
ir&jr
= (8.33a)
_ :
k=1, 2, ..., n
0ykik&jk { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q jr&jsq yr&ys
1&
xr
xs
q jr&js &
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__1&aq
2( j1+ } } } +jn) q2( y1+ } } } + yn)
1&aq2( j1+ } } } +jn) &
_ ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q jr&jsq&(is&js)+yr
\q xrxs q jr& js+yr &
__
(aq2( j1+ } } } +jn))y1+ } } } +yn
(aq1+(i1+ } } } +in)+( j1+ } } } +jn))y1+ } } } +yn&
_[q[(i1+ } } } +in)&( j1+ } } } +jn)]( y1+ } } } +yn) q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn]= . (8.33b)
In order to sum Eq. (8.33b) we use Lemma 7.3 with N   and
ak=q&Nk, for k=1, 2, ..., n. In particular, we utilize
:
N1+ } } } +Nn
m=0
(q&(N1+ } } } +Nn))m
(q)m
} f (m) (8.34a)
= :
k=1, 2, ..., n
0 ykNk { ‘1r<sn _
1&
xr
xs
q yr&ys
1&
xr
xs & ‘
n
r, s=1 _\
xr
xs
q&Ns+yr
\q xrxs+yr &
_[q y2+2y3+ } } } +(n&1) yn } f ( y1+ } } } + yn)]= , (8.34b)
where we then take
f (m) :=
(A)m (1&Aq2m) q(N1+ } } } +Nn) m
(1&A)(Aq1+(N1+ } } } +Nn))m
. (8.35)
The b=aqc case of Theorem 1.10 immediately implies that the (8.35) case
of (8.34a), and hence of (8.34b), equals $(N1+ } } } +Nn), 0 . Setting
Nk [ ik& jk , xk [ xk q jk, for k=1, 2, ..., n, (8.36a)
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and
A [ aq2( j1+ } } } +jn) (8.36b)
in this last identity now implies that the sum in equation (8.33b) equals
$(i1&j1)+ } } } +(in&jn), 0 . (8.37)
It is now clear that MM* is the identity matrix (/(i=j)), where /(A) is
1 if A is true, and 0, otherwise.
The proof of Theorem 8.26 is now complete. K
Just as in [59] it is possible to write down a U(n+1) Bailey Lemma
corresponding to Definition 8.28. Inserting the a=1 case of the Simpler
U(n+1) Bailey Pair in (8.32) into a limiting special case of the second
iterate of this U(n+1) Bailey Lemma leads to a multiple sum identity
which, when multiplied by
‘
n
r, s=1 \q
xr
xs+ ,
is equivalent to the classical RogersRamanujanSchur identity.
The connection between this apparently more general identity and the
classical RogersRamanujanSchur identity is clear once we recall the rela-
tion (A)m=(A)(Aqm) and then utilize the diagonal sum identity in
Theorem 8.38. Let x1 , ..., xn be indeterminate, n1, m a nonnegative
integer, and suppose that none of the denominators in (8.39) vanishes. Then
1
(q)m
= :
y1+ } } } +yn=m
y1 , ..., yn0
‘
n
r, s=1 _\
q
xr
xs+yr&ys
\q xrxs+yr & . (8.39)
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.12 to rewrite the numerator of each term of the
sum in (8.39). The resulting identity is an immediate consequence of com-
paring coefficients of zm on both sides of (5.43), once we use Theorem 1.4
to expand (bz) (z) . K
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